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FORECAST
Okanagan, LUlooet. South Tbomp- 
»on regions: Ctoody with sunnyRerlods today. Ooudy with snow 
uriries tcmight and Friday. Not 
touch change in temperature. 
Light winds.
T h e  D a i l y
HIGH AND LOW
' Predicted low and high tcmpetw 
atures Friday a t Kelowna, Pen* 
ticton and Kamloops. SO and S8; 
High and low Wednesday at Kel­
owna. 44 and 27.
Voi. 54 Price 5 cods Kelowna, British Coiombia, ^orsdayt Deaaaber 5, 1957 Twelve P i | ^ No. 84
HOUSING
Dead Toll 8 4  
In Rail Crash
AQUATIC DIREQORS ELEQED
The Kelowna Aquatic direct­
orate lor B.C.’s centennial year 
has 'a  woman elected for the 
first time in the association’s 
history, Mrs. Stan Matthews. 
Target for this year’s directors
is the complete liquidation of 
the $14,000 debt outstanding at 
the present time. Above rear 
row, left to right, they are: 
Percy Downton, secretary-
manager; • Dr. Walter O’Don­
nell, president; D. B. Herbert, 
finance chairman; H. M. True­
man; Dr. George Athans, vice- 
president, and A. E. Guy. Front
row, seated, Harold Long,, 
past-president, Mrs. Matthews, 
and. Mayor R. F. Parkinson, 
chairman of the regatta com­
mittee. Courier Staff Photo
PROFIT $ 1 1 ,7 8 9
Aquatic Has the Best Year 
In 5 0  Years
The Kelowna Aquatic had its 'The net profit, following a cap-
best year in a half-bentury of 
operation' last year, showing a 
total profit of $11,789, according 
to figures ̂ v e n  at the " annual 
meeting last night.
The centennial year target of 
the community-owned organiza­
tion will be to wipe out the in­
debtedness of $13,000, under the 
leadership of newly-appointed 
president, Dr. Walter O’Donnell.
Dr. O’Donnell, appointed by 
the elected directorship, succeeds 
Harold Long, who took over the 
newly created post of past presi­
dent oh the executive,
OTHER DIRECTORS
Other members elected were: 
vice-president, Dr. Ge o r j g e  
Athansi finance chairman, D. B. 
Herbert: and A. E. Guy, Mayor 
R. F. Parkinson, H. M. ’Trueman, 
and the first w^man to be elected 
to the directorship, Mrs. Stan 
Matthews. .
The job of regatta chairman 
will be filled again this year by 
“Mr. Regatta’’ himself. Mayor 
Parkinson, although he indicated 
that the burden of his. official 
duties will make it advisable 
that he continue for one - more 
year only. He succeeded to office 
on the passing of the late Mayor 
J. J.^Lndd, amd was voted in by 
acclatnatlon at Monday’s civic 
nominntlon deadline.
The iiquatlc directors, reduced 
to seven from the previous un­
wieldy number of 15, will have 
the tnsk of .showing a better 
profit this year than la.st year’s 
$11,78!), of which $1,800 was 
realized from the operation of 
the aquatic premises ns an en­
tity, nnd the remainder realized 
from the regatta profits.
ital expenditure for the new ri^el 
grandstand sectioti and some re­
pairs, came'to^!W,^09, whifch was 
Vised to reduce, toe loan af toe 
bank, finance diairman Herbert 
reported. 1716 loan outstanding, 
borrowed for last year’s renova­
tions, will be reduced to $13,000 
this year, he said.
Mayor Parkinson said he felt 
that this year’s toow should be at 
least five nights prefaced by a 
mid-summer all-star hockey 
gam^. He said there was no rea­
son why a determined effort this 
year would not liquidate the loan 
entirely.
Other suggestions forthcoming 
were:
(1) Various ways to increase 
the support of membership, 
which C. E. 'R. Bazett described
aft̂ V “disgraceful.’* reporting on 
last year’s intake?-of $3,096:
.4  (2> 'Increase of grandstand ac­
commodation < toi increase: reve­
nue.- pqtentlaj;’ which -Mayor 
Parkinson described as having 
reached itis peak.
(3) Inclusion' of an all-aquatic 
show on Tuesday night, if 
British Empire Games athlete^ 
were available for the show.
(4) Use of two troupes, of pro­
fessional entertainers, each put­
ting on two shows, with toe fifth 
night being the Lady-of-toe-Lak^ 
pageant.
Mayor Parkinson said that the 
commodore for the centennial 
yiear Regatta, this year, would 
be Lt. Gov. Frank Foss, who will 
be setting up Government House 




OTTAWA (CP). — ' Some 16^ 
000,000 income tax forms, with 
rates unchanged from last year, 
have been printed_an^shipp^ 
across the country but this 
doesn’t  mean the tax can’t be cut 
this year. ;
A revenue dq)artment official 
said, to^ay that if  th^ is cut 
further ■'instructions will; be' sent 
out to gd\wRh'‘toe^jterms. If a 
straight percentage cut is made 
taxpayers will be advised through 
newspapers to figure* out their tax 
on toe present.'forms and then 
deduct toe cut.
In Carpenters'
strike of carpenters that has 
been in effect for a little over 
three weeks is believed to be 
almost over.
At a meeting of Local 1370, 
United Brotherhood of Carpenters 
and Joiner.s, held last night, the 
membership agreed to the latest 
offer of the Kelowna Builders As­
sociation, which comprises seven 
certified contractors—six in the 
city and one In Westbank. .
A union spokesman, business 
agent A. Harder, disclosed at 
noon today that pickets will come 
off the Jobs of the certified con
Fight /Robber'
LONDON (AP)—Rescue teams 
tonight completed toe removal of 
bodies from the wreckage of a 
giant two-train pilcup and fixed 
toe immediate death toll at 84.
Another 174 persons were in­
jured, 107 severely, in toe crash 
Wednesday night of two trains 
packed with commuters and 
Christmas shoppers, police said.
As fog and darkness closed in 
again around the scene of devas­
tation, rescue . teams broke 
through toe panelling of a shat­
tered coach and found no sigi> of 
dead believed previously to be 
there.
Salvage crews, exhausted after 
nearly 24 hours’ probing through 
twisted metal and battered wood­
work, had expected to find be­
tween 20 and 30 more bodies 
locked in the coach.
It had been smashed in the im­
pact of the collision and then 
crushed again by,̂  the mighty 
girders of a damaged viaduct 
which fell atop the wreckage,.
Tarpaulin screens were erected 
along roadways overlooking the 
scene in southeast London to hide 
the wreckage from passing mo­
torists and toe curious.
The wreck just. ; missed being 
worse, .for a third'.toein almost 
was involved.
BRIDGE FALLS ■
Atrvll-coach - steam?train 
into toe rear ml a 10-coach* 
trie -train halted rnear* iSt. Jojin’8 
station. Thc.IntpaCt shot ca^ ih to  
toe air and brought down patti'di 
an overhead viaduct which car­
ried another electric rail line;
An eight-coach electric train 
above was left with the front 
wheels of its engine hanging over 
the edge. Salvage teams early 
this morning finally removed the 
train above.
The disaster came just eigjit 
days after the British national 
railways announced that 1,500,- 
000,000 passengers were carried 
in the last year with no deaths 
and only three, injuries in 1,226 
rail accidents.
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS 
’The twa wrecked trains .were
and Christmas shopix:rs bound 
for the suburban town of Hayes 
and the English Channel towns 
of Folkestone and Deal, 50 miles 
to the southeast.
WORST SINCE 1953
It was the worst train wreck 
in Britain since 112 persons died 
Oct. 8, 1953, in a three - train 
pUeup at the suburban London 
station of Harrow. Two troop 
trains collided in Scotland in 
May, 1915, killing 227 persons. 
Last night’s was toe third worst 
train wreck in Britain during this 
century.
The fog hindered removal of 
toe injured to hospitals as ambu­
lances. police cars and fire en­




OTTAWA (C P )— The government wants to enable more 
Canadians of modest means to own their own homes.
Legislation outlined Wednesday night in the Commoqs 
Federal Works Minister Howard Green would lower the down 
payments on new homes under the National Housing Act, pro­
vide larger loans, ease income restrictions and provide $150,- 
000,000 more in lending money.
He spoke in presenting a resolution preliminary to a bill 
which will embody the changes. Debate was postponed, because 
Mr. Green’s exposition came at the end of the day’s sitting.
Mr. Green said that toe basis
AFL M ay
A’lLANTIC CITY. N.J. (AP) 
— AFL-CIO president George 
Meany tol4 the opening session 
of the . feflfration’s convention 
today ..there will be no deals in 
toe federation’s drive to ellmi- 
jmto. laboi* .conniption., Meany 
‘̂ a tly  denied; reports AFL-CIO 
I$,hi vany -wsj) drilling to water
down
Teamatets.-aif^otoer uiiions ac­
cused of corrupt leadership.
I demands on
George Meany, federation pres­
ident, said the Teamsters could 
escape expulsion only if James 
Hoffa, toe union’s president-elect, 
should quit and let AFL-CIO rep­
resentatives monitor the union’s 
affairs.
This appeared to be little 
change from the position toe 
AFL-CIO high commands has 
taken heretofore, but seemed to 
open the door a bit for Hoffa to 
step aside from the Teamsters 
presidency and still retain some 
office, such as his leadership of




naval iciontists next year will be­
gin studies of nuclear propulsion 
for Conadlan warships Defence 
Minister Pearkes announced to­
day In the Commons,;
' He iinid the studies will bo un­
dertaken In conjunction with the 
Royal Nqvy. A Canadian team 
of scientists nnd naval officers 
will K® to Britoln next year,
Mr, Pearkes also said the de­
fence department has ordered 
two now destroyer c.scorts, bring 
Ing nils program to 16 ships. 
Seven already hove been com­
missioned.
Ho inlti there will be no change 
In (he 1937-58 (lefcnco department 
cstlmntcs of i t  ,722,000,000, pre­
pared by (he former , Liberal gov 
ernment.
The minister also announced;
1. Auxiliary' UCAF fighter 
iKIundrons will 'gradually be con-
, vcrt«j(l to transport units.
2, Army mllltin units will Iks 
grouixd together into some 43 or 
,50 mubllc columns for civil de­
fence duties;
3, The headquarters of the 1st 
Canadian Infantry Division will 
be dlibnnded.
4. I’our Bay class minesweep­
ers bo supplied free to Tur­
key «« well as too 10 Bangor 
class escort, vessels noW being 
tronsfcrrccl to that NATO partner.
0, One battalion of each of the
Canadian three brigade groups In Canada 
will have a parachute element
and be air portable.
6. There will be some rcduc 
tlon In strength of the S,500-man 
naval reserve,
7. Aim of ti>e RCAP auxiliary 
squadrons will bo to contribute 
to the relief of civil emergency 
requirements In peace or war.
tractors as soon as the new con­
tract is sighed. He said toe car­
penters will continue to picket too 
non-certified contractors in any 
event.
Mr. Harder said the union had 
agreed to accept the wage rate 
of $2.40 an hour for the 1957 con 
tract, which will expire next 
March 31,
Earlier, the contractors had of­
fered $2.38 and the union insisted 
on $2.51.
Negotiations will be started 
next month for a new 1958 con­
tract, to take effect April 1.
All that remains, according to 
Mr. Harder, is for the formal 
signing of the new contract agree­
ment by the KBA members nnd 
the union representatives.,
’That formal signing is expected 
to take place later today or pos­
sibly tomorrow. As soon os that 
happens, the carpenters will bo 
back on the Jobs, nnd construc­
tion of scvcrnl buildings, hold up 
completely or partly since Nov, 
13, will be under way again.
VANCOUVER (CP) — British 
Columbia pensioners’ groups are 
mobilizing to combat “rapacious" 
pension-robbing landlords.
The executive of the federated 
legislative committee of Elder 
Citizens’ Associations will meet 
in closed session here today to 
discuss the problem.
Pensioners in both Vancouver 
and Victoria have complained 
many landlords have, increased 
rents by $9 to correspond with'the 
latest federal pension hike
Recommendations from today's 
session will go before a general 
meeting here (rf the committee 
Dec. 12.
Meanwhile, Victoria Branch No 
5 of the Senior Citizens Associa­
tion of B.C. has fired off protest 





year-round permanent industry 
for Vernon and the North Okana­
gan was announced by officials 
of Meister Brewery Limited.
Estimated .million dollar indus­
try wjll be encompassed in the 
modern plant that is to be con­
structed on land purchased ad­
jacent to Alexis Park.
Considered by the brewery ex­
ecutive to be the hub of the
r
5th Body Found 
At Prince Ruperi
PRINCE RUPERT. B.C. (CP) 
—A woman’s body was dug Wed> 
nesday from tons of mud and de­
bris which tumbled down nearby 
Mount Hays nnd killed seven 
people almost two weeks ago.
city works sui>erlntcndcnt Carl 
Gustafson, In charge of the dig­
ging 0 |K*ration, said the body Is 
believed to be that of Merle 
Murray, wife of John Murray 
whoso body was found Tuesday. 
The Murrni’s' fivc-montlui-old son 
was found dead (he day of the 
landslide and on 18-mohto-old 
daughter, tSelma, was discovered 
uninjured.
Still to bo Tocated are the re­
mains of Mr. and Mrs. Thomaa 
Perry and George Hendersbn,
The seven were in (hreo housca 
cruahedi tty lha alldaL
VILLA RICA, Gn. (AP) — An 
explosion believed coused by o 
faulty gas heater wrcckctl four 
stores today, killing at least eight 
persons and trapping an un­
known numbed in the wreckage.
Diefenbaker and Premier, Okanagan,; Vernon Is at present
W. A. C. Bennett.
’The wires urge temporary rent 
controls and a mass low rental 
housing project ns a permanent 
solution to the problem.
Farmers' Union 
Asks More Aid
WINNIPEG (CP)-Membors of 
the Manitoba Farmers' Union 
opened their annual convention 
Wednesday with several re.solu- 
tions asking for more federal aid 
for Monitoba farmers.
, The federal government was 
urged to take over all stocks of 
grain . hold by the Canadian 
Wheat Board at the end of each 
crop year.
ALSO IN THE NEWS
NEW ORLEANS (AP) -  Fire- 
fighters today finolly controlled 
a blaze that destroyed seven 
tanks containing more than 1,- 
000,000 gallons of gasoline. One 
refinery worker wos missing nnd 
presumed dead.
TRAIL ACCIDENTS NIL
TRAIL (CP)~TrnU hps gone 
1,08.3 successive days without a 
(rofflc fatollty, R is the best 
record tn toe province for cities 
over 10,000 iwpulajlon.
QUEEN-WINDSOR MEET
LONDON (!Reutcr4)-Tho Duke 
of Windsor, who retuma to Pntla 
tonight after a short visit to Lon­
don, hod tea with the (Queen and 
Prince Philip at Buckinghom Pat­
aca thU •Hernoon, .
SHIP BREAKS UP
TRAPANI. Sicily (AP) — The 
tempc.st - buttered Itollnn ship 
CUta do TrnpnnI broke in two on 
'a reef outsldo this Sicilian jmrt 
today after 42 passengers and 40 
crew members were saved, 'The 
ship's captain and second officcl- 
werc washed overlward nnd 
drowned. Four other crew mom 
bers are - missing npd feared 
lost.
thought capable of supporting an 
industry of this type. However 
the completion of the trans-Can­
ada highway through Rogers 
Pass will moke Vernon’s location 
cycn more advantageous. It is 
expected when the pass is com 
picted, the entire valley will en­
joy not only a tourist boom, but 
also a great increase in perman­
ent population.
“Arrival of, this Industry will 
play a great part In stabilizing 
the economy , of this area,” stat­
ed Albert Hughes, speaking on 
behalf of the company. He cited 
year round pay-cheques, patron 
ago of local merchants, and the 
establishment of the hop Indus 
try. Use of locally-grown grain 
would In turn help farmers, nnd 
(ho . residue from the brewing 
k'cttles would bo. of value to the 
hog raising industry.
, Winter unemployment, particu­
larly bad this year, would bo al­
leviated by the use exclusively 
of local porsonncl Tn the con­
struction of the plant. The only 
outsldo employees will bo a few
■\
CRIPPLED SHIP SAFE 
IX)NDON (Rcutcra)-Tho\ crip­
pled BrlUstoaurifcy ship Shackle- 
toh-4ioled by ico In Antarctic 
seas five days ogo—has reached 
port safely otter struggling fkX 
miles to the jSquth Atlantic Island 
of South Georgia, the admiralty
reported todiW* .
BULLETIN
inkey personnel, experienced 
the business.
"Civic and industrial leaders 
of the area have done every­
thing in their power to assure 
the success of our project," he 
said.
Mayor Becker remarked on 
the need for permanent winter 
industry. For this reason the 
city council ns a whole has been 
actively co-operating in ' an ef­
fort to bring the plant to Vernon. 
He concluded, "now we believe 
we have been successful and 
hope that we, ns a council, can 
expect too endorsement of the 
citizens of Vernon ai^d district."
Gratification was also express­
ed by J. B. MacCallum, president 
of too Board of Trade.
of calculating NHA loans will be 
changed, thus allowing larger 
loans on low-priced homes. The 
maximum loan would remain at 
$12,800.
At present loans are calculated 
on the basis of 90 per cent of the 
first $8,000 of the lending value 
of a house, plus 70 per cent of 
the remainder up to a maximum 
total of $12,800.
Under the proposed amend­
ments, the basis would be 90 per­
cent of the first $12,000 of lending 
value plus 70 per cent of toe re­
mainder up to the same maxi­
mum loan.
The change will affect mainly 
borrowers buying homes In toe 
$10,000 to $15,000 range^
For example, a honie-owner 
would be able to buy a $10,000 
home for $1,000 down and loan 
of $9,000, instead of a down pay­
ment of $1,400 and a loan of 
$8,600.
On a $15,000 home, toe down 
payment would be $2,200 instead 
of $2,900, and'toe loan $12,800 in­
stead of $12,100. i ’’
The down payment and Ipai) on 
$16,000 homes«-$3,2()9 and $12,800 
respectivdy —- -wonld' be un­
changed. '
Mr. Green also informed toe 
Commons that a change in the 
regulations will ease income re­
strictions. At present loans ’ are 
approved only where mortgage 
payments do not exceed 23 per 
cent of toe borrower’s income. 
This percentage would be in­
creased to 27 per cent. » 
This, he said, a borrower 'who 
now needs an income of $4,050 a 
year to qualify for a $9,(X)0 loan 
would need only a $3,450 Income.
The changes in the law would 
be made applicable to borrowers 
whose applications now are pend­
ing or whose loans have not been 
advanced in full. Cost of renego­
tiating mortgages would be borne 
by toe borrowers.
The housing legislation also 
would authorize, toe government 
to advance an additional $150, 
000,000 for loans towards home 
construction authorized by Cen­
tral Mortgage and Housing Cor­
poration.
Mr. Green said a similar ad­
vance to CMHC earlier this year 
is expected to be Used Up by the 
end of the year.
OTTAWA (CP) — Tables given 
toe Commons Wednesday night 
by Works Minister Green show­
ing the effect on'toaximum loans 





$10,000 $ 9,000 $1,000








Value , Loan Payment
10,000 S 8,600 $1,400






VICTORIA (CP) -  Victor L 
Leigh, national chairman of the 
construction committee of the 
Canadian Construction Associa­
tion, said Wednesday night pro­
posed amendments to the Na­
tional Housing Act were a “step 
In the right direction."
Socialist Sees 
Torjes Gaining
ENGLEHART. Ont. (CP) -  
Jake Schulz, CCF member of 
pnrliomcnt for Springfield, says 
the Progressive Conservatives 
will gain a wide margin In the 
next federal'election. He predict­
ed the CCF eventually will suc­
ceed the Conservatives In power.
Mr. Schulz spoke at 25th anni­
versary celebrations of the CCF 
under the auspices of too T*nrlsk- 
nmlng CCF Riding Association.
Pension Boost W ill 
Get Okay Friday
VICTORIA (CP) -  The provin 
cial cabinet is, expected to ratify 
an agreement with toe federal 
government Friday to share toe 
cost of S9 rhonthly increases for 
10.000 B.C. pensioners.,
Delay in drawing up the agree­
ment meant that pensioners in 
the 05-70 old age assistance group, 
disabled persons nnd blind wel­
fare recipients did not receive 




NEW YORK (AP) — A record 
early snowstorm dropped more 
than a foot of snow over the East 
Coast Wednesday from Virginia 
to Connecticut, snarling traffic 
throughout the area.
Twelve inches of snow were re­
ported at New. York City’s Idle- 
wild Airport, Newark, N.J., airr 
port, and points in Maryland and 
Virginia.
Loudon County, Va., reported 
14 inches and a two-foot reading 
was reported in Northern Mary­
land.
In mid - evening the blinding 
storm tapered off in many areas 
as.it moved northeastward.
'The total accumulated depth in 
New York was not known. The 
7 p.m. weather bureau figure, 6.6 
Inches, broke the record for toe 
date set in 1911, when 6.5 inches 
of snow fell.
MAIN force”
HALIFAX (CP) -  The main 
force of a northeast blizzard, 
forecast to drop 12 inches of 
snow on Nova Scotia, Prince Ed­
ward Island and eastern New 
Brunswick today, is expected to ' 
stay far enough at sea to reduce 
the snowfoll to two inches, 
However, gale force -winds ac­
companying the blizzard which 
buried the U.S. Atlantic const 
under a record snowfall Wcdiies- 
day hampered ship movements 
here.
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . .  AND LOW
KAMI^OrS 52
FORT BT. JOHN  ............. -5
Bergman Signs 
Divorce Papers
ROME (Rculors)—Tho ItoJlon 
newspaper . Giornalo d’ltttlla re­
ports today from London that 
actress Ingrid Bergman, who 
legally separated from Itnllnn 
movie director Roberto Rossellini 
a , month ago, has signed divorce 
papers in London.
LEAKY VALVE HALTS 1st TRY
RIO de JANEIRO (AF)-A 
paMcnker train plunged from 
the railfl and (he Drailllan 
newt agency Anapresn said 
first roporia listed 200 dead or 
Injured-
Hie isgenoy said Its Initial 
reporia Indicated the majority 
sf easualtles were Injnrcd. 
AniaUier > ngenoy, Mertdional, 
rei^rled two dead and *‘many 
tnibred."
, Hie (rabi was enronte from 
Grate, in (he Inlerler t« Ccara 
atate, te Fortalcia, en the 
AUai t̂le. ,
U.S. Space Bid on Friday?
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) 
-A new ntteinpt to Inunch ft tliiy 
test snl^llUe was ordered today. 
Tlic new try will get underway In 
"daylight hours" Friday, It was 
announced.
The announcement ciimo from 
dcfcnco department fnformotlon 
chief C. II. Schooley at the outset 
of 0 press conference, i
Schooley sold the Immchlng at­
tempt wtU l>e made some time 
ftfter 7 ft.m, 1ST.
' J, Paul Walsh, depnty director 
of the launching pfxijcct, said too
'\ '  ̂  ̂ '
new attempt will Involve a 
"shortened countdown" of 'prob­
ably six or seven hours.
This contrasted with tho 11- 
hour basic preporatory period or 
countdown of the first try yesicr- 
duy, '
Walsh said the ll-ton, 72-foot 
launching missile has not been 
completely defuelled, thus mak­
ing pssiblo 0 shortening of too 
preliminary checking period.
"We cannot' say exactly where 
we will pick up top count," WftJsh 
said. "We will have to reshuffle
« whole project.'Y
Wolsh sold the main item In re-' 
fuelling is tho liquid oxygen, 
which itavc tho greatest difflcullv 
in tho original try, because of •  
Icnky valve,
Hio valve look and a cumuln* 
tlon of lesser troubles, along with 
winds of an unusual shearing ef­
fect possibly capable of twIsUng 
Or toppling toe rocket, forced 
abanoonmrnt of the proposed 
lest launching of the 0.4 inch 
"Gamma", baby moon WOdneiik 
day night, only 50 minutes shoii 
of toe target hour lo JU
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
.'• '  . * t *. '
ON THE PIGGYBACK TRAIL
Canadian transportation’s re­
cent marriage of rail and high­
way finds the Canadian Pacific 
, Railway operating solid plggy- 
» bhck trains in both directions 
’ between Montreal and Toronto, 
carrying the trailers of a num­
ber of well known trucking
firmr.to and from their destin­
ations' ih Canada’s two largest 
cities, f a ^  overnight service 
permits, pick-up of trailers al­
ter cldSe of business every ev­
ening and guarantees their de­
livery in the other city before 
the start of next of next day’s
business. Popularity of the 
service is attested by this view 
of a Canadian Pacific "piggy- 
backer” at Christie Lake, On­
tario. Specially-designed roller­
bearing flatcars carry the trail­




Senator Asks Federal 
Higher Education Aid
OTTAWA (CP)—A broad, de-ithe government should be think- 
taUed ' program for promoting ing in terms of a program of as; 
high school and university educa- sistance . . . which might cost'
tion in Canada has been put for­
ward by Senator Donalf  ̂ Cam- 
ieron, an Independent Liber„. irom 
Alberta.
> In*a 70-minute speech in the 
Senate he called for new provin­
cial-municipal help to high school 
'Students and heavy federal ex- 
[penditures to help universities 
expand.
Senator Cameron, 54-year-old 
head of the Banff School of Fine 
A rts. and for years director of 
“extension lor the University of 
Alberta, said Canada’s education­
al standards must be improved 
If this country is to maintain her 
place in the world.
"In view of the universities’ 
crucial role as the very basis of 
bur national defence and indus- 
Jtrial and, economic well - being.
By DAVE MeINTOSH 
Canadian Press SUff Writer
■ OTTAWA (CP)-Whcn the Pro­
gressive Conservative Govern­
ment took office in June Defence 
Mhilster O. R. Pearkes began 
taking a hard look at the mis­
sile—age requirements of Can­
ada’s armed forces.
He started making financial 
savings where he could In anUcl- 
pation of the time when the 
forces will have to be equipped 
with new and expensive elec­
tronic systems, mainly missiles 
of various kinds.
The Progressive Conservatives 
had hoped to make large reduc- 
tiorui in defence expenditures. Bui 
offifials say they found that the 
defence budget had already been 
pretty well trimmed by the Lib­
erals and that big savings could 
result in sacrifices in armed 
forces strength and efficiency.
TWO BIG CHANGES
In his first five months in of­
fice. Mr. Pearkes announced two 
major changes from Liberal pol­
icy.
He cancelled a government con­
tract with Avro Aircraft Lim­
ited for production of a Mark VI 
version of the CF-100 jet inter- 
cepter. This plane was designed 
to carry air-to-air guided mis­
siles but the RCAF now won’t get 
such weapons until it obtains the 
supersonic CF-105 in three or four 
years.
There is no certainty that the 
government will purchase the 
CF-105, which has not yet been 
flown. Cancellation of the CF-100 
'Mark VI contract will save about 
5100,000,000 over a four-year per­
iod.
Mr. Pearkes also eliminated 
militia summer - training camps.
This will not save much money 
but some officials say it heralds 
eventual disbandment of the mil- 
, itia on the grounds that it could 
HALIFAX (CP) — There is no not play any effective part in a
WATCH FOR LIGHT
A Swiss watch factory has pul
the
t
this unique wrlstwatch on  
market. The watch is lighted by 
an electric bulb, believed to be 
the smallest one in existence, 
measuring three millimetres in 
length and nearly one milU 
metre in diameter. The bulb 
is located above the numeral 
12 on the face of the watch. It 
operates for four years through 
a miniature accumulator which 
can be recharged.
INTERPRERNG THE NEWS
UN C hiefs AAid-East Trip  
Stirs M ixed  Interpretation
Canada S till 
Sound Says 
Bank Head
SAFE DRIVING  
WEEK SCORES
VICTORIA (CP) -  BriUsh 
Cblumbia’s official traffic box- 
score for the first three days 
of National Safe Driving Week;
Accidents: 222. Injuries: 69. 
Deaths: 3.
Tuesday, third day of the, 
week, recorded 71 accidents, 17 
injuries and two deaths. Van­
couver Island had 15 accidents, 
six injuries and two deaths. 
The lower mainland recorded 
43 accidents, 10 injuries and ho 
deaths.
By LLOYD MCDONALD 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Dag Hammarskjold’s sudden 
ieclsion last week to visit the 
Middle East has led to conflicting 
'nterpretatlons at United Nations 
headquarters of the real purpose 
of the secretary-general's trip.
One view is that the UN chief 
considers the Middle East situa­
tion as much more serious than 
it appears now on the surface; 
the other is that Hammarskjold is 
taking advantage of present local 
Israeli-Jordan tension to make a 
strong case on the spot with the 
parties concerned lor at least the 
start of a long-term settlement.
However, the latest dispatches 
from Amman indicates the Ham­
marskjold mission apparently has 
made little headway in the Jor­
danian capital in discussing the 
immediate points at issue. 
GRAVITY HINTED 
Behind the current tension on 
Israel's eastern border are these 
Immediate factors which isolated 
from the long-term Arab-Jewlsh 
iostility would appear trivial: an 
allegedly unco-opcratlve United 
States Marine colonel; 490 gallons 
of gasoline; and a grove of trees 
Supporters of the idea that 
Hammarskjold thinks the situa­
tion grave have suggested that 
the secretary-general would hard­
ly have left UN headquarters in 
the windup weeks of a General 
Assembly session for these rea­
sons alone.
Opposition by ' dan to the ef­
forts of Col. Byrx'ii Leary, Amer­
ican acting head of the mixed 
armistice commission since Can­
ada’s Maj.-Gen. E. L. M. Burns 
took over as chief of the UN
Emergency Force, directly pre-jdications of cooperation on the 
ceded Hammarskjoid's announce- Question of the Sues Canal, the 
mwt that he would go to the set off the fighting
more than a year ago. And thusareaThe Jordanians called Leary 
unco-operative" and said they 
would not nesotlate further with 
him on complaints of border out­
breaks. Before leaving the UN, 
Hammarskjold reiterated his con­
fidence in the American otRcer, 
and conferred with*hlm Tuesday 
before meeting Israeli leaders. 
The Israeli side too has not been 
noticeably cooperative on the 
current issues.
The gasoline issue arose over 
Jordan’s refusal to allow an Is­
raeli convoy carrying the fuel to 
pass through Jordanian territory 
to supply Jewish installations on 
Mount Scopus, an Israeli Island 
in an area demilitarized under 
the 1949 armistice.
The Israelis say the gasoline Is 
needed to supply a power plant 
but the Jordanians have contend­
ed that it would be used for forti­
fication —• building machinery — 
forbidden under the armistice 
agreement.
EGYPT QUIET 
Similarly Jordan has ooposed 
tree-olanting in the area by Is- 
rftelis on the grounds that this 
could mask armed installations 
and also indicate that the Israelis 
felt the ground will one day be­
long to them.
The rest of the Middle East 
area has been relatively quiet in 
recent weeks. Burns’ emerMney 
force has reported no troume on 
the Egyntian border, and Syria’s 
claims that Turkey is threaten­
ing her have more or less evap^ 
orated.
Even Egypt has been giving In-
Jordan and Israel appear to be 
the chief trouble spots at the mo­
ment.
TUB DAILY COURIER 
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OTTAWA, (CP) — 'The govern­
ment Wednesday asked the Com­
mons to vbte $281,607,101 so it can 
pay this month’s bills. Spokesmen 
for all three opposition parties 
said they would not impede the 
interim supply bill.
V Several members urged that 
, the government take up the cm- 
ployinchf slack in the country by 
launching ah extensive public 
works program;
„ Finance Minister Fleming said 
the requested money provided 
f o r  even major construction 
items; six for the works depart­
ment and one for the northern 
gffairs department, on all of 
which 'construction had had to be 
expected during the building sea­
son to take advantage pf weather. 
He did not break them down. 
SINCLAIR CRITICAL 
James Sinclair, former fi.shcr- 
ics minister and now Liberal 
finance critic, said the govern­
ment. should provide the Com- 
ihona-wltli n list of the spending 
estimates it proposes to change 
from the originaL Liberal sub­
mission. '
” The new government, he said, 
had givch Parliament those csti- 
tnntca it had inherited from the 
prcvloliii Liberal administration 
with ihc reservation that It did 
nht necessarily supiwrt them nil. 
*”The psual practice Is for li gov­
ernment to stand behind all Its 
fccommendntions to the House,’’, 
he said. Where It didn't. It should 
be .specific.
Th(5, Commons had heard from 
’Trnnstwft Minister Hecs, State 
Scerctorv Fnirdougli, Mines Min­
ister Comtols and Veterans Min­
ister Brooks during considera­
tion of their departmental esU- 
Hjates and nil hod sold they had 
found s no evidence of waste In 
I Qteir departments.
$150,(XX),0OQ a year in the next 10 
years."
In the Commons Finance Min­
ister Donald Fleming raised the 
possibility that he may announce 
later this week the government’s 
tax-change plans for this session.
There were these other develop­
ments in the Commons:
1. . ^ .  Fleming said he is “con­
vinced there was no such thing 
as a leak” to the press from the 
cabinet or any government offi­
cial on possible changes ifl the 
excise tax on automobiles. Press 
reports last week said the tax 
would be cut to five per cent 
from 10.
2. A measure to authorize the 
CNR to spend $14,240,000 on two 
mine-development rail lines in 
northern Manitoba was given sec­
ond reading—approval in prin­
ciple.
3. The Commons debated for an 
hour without decision a bill spon­
sored by Raoul Poulin (Ind- 
Beauce) fo require aU federal 
government cheques, money or­
ders and the like to be printed 
in boih English and French.
Mr. Flefning’s statement about 
the financial report he will de­
liver soon did not make clear 
exactly how close it will, come to 
a full-fledged budget speech. He 
said it won’t review the national 
economy as is done in a budget 
speech. -
question about the basic sound­
ness of the Canadian economy, C. 
Sydney Frbst, president of the 
Bank of Nova Scotia, said Wed­
nesday at the bank’s annual 
meeting.
“It is only sensible,” he stated, 
"to face the fact that ahead of us 
is a period- in which things are 
likely to be more difficitit than 
they have been in the past few 
years, but I  see no reason for the 
acute anxiety that is being ex­
pressed in some quarters!
"What appears to be in pros­
pect is a levelling but in our ex­
ports and some moderate decline 
in capital investment from the 
extraordinarily high figures of 
the past year or so. Surely this is 
something-we’ should be able to 
take in stride.”
Though next year’a-( !C.apjtal di­
vestment might be only moder­
ately below ttus year’s record of 
some $8,750,000,000, we should, 
said Mr. Frost,“ be prepared to 
find the year - to - year decline 
greater in the second half of the 
year than in the firsts half—if, as 
seems likely, fewer large projects 
are initiated to take the place of 
those being brought to comple­
tion.”




OTTAWA (CP) — Instructions 
will be sent to Canada’s 12,000 
postmasters this month ordering 
them to refuse to handle mail or 
money orders to or from Brl 
tish companies conducting soc­
cer pools. Some Toronto post­
masters already have received 
their Instructions.
A post office official said today 
that postal clerks tyill refuse to 
make out money orders address­
ed to the overseas manager of 
Vermail House, Ormsklrk Road 
Liverpool, or Vernons Pools at 
the same address.
Mail to ck from the pool outfit 
will be stopped and sent, where 
possible, back to the origlrtal 
sender.
An official said the company 
apparently was conducting pools 
on soccer games in England and 
using the Canadian malls In con­
travention to the Canadian Crim­
inal Code.
j\ few Ictttcrs have been spot­
ted so far in the Toronto post of­
fice, but Instructions will bo sent 
out in the post office's monthly 
supplement, a clrculuar scat to 
postmasters on changes in rates 
or ppllcy through the month, de­
nying use of the malls to the com­
pany.
GNP INCREASE SMALL
This year’s gross national pro­
duct would show only a moder­
ate increase over last year’s rec­
ord of nearly $30,000,000,000, he 
said.
F. William Nicks, vice-presi­
dent and general manager, said: 
The economy is far from being 
in a tailspin. There are many ele­
ments of strength and there is 
still a strong underlying impulse 
of growth.
“in  my view, some of the con­
cern which has been expressed 
recently i s ' just as far off the 
mark as some of the excessive 
optimism that was not uncommon 
loss than a year ago.”
Mr. Frost’s and Mr. Nicks’ 
comments were contained in 
texts made available to the press 
in advance of delivery.
IHSTORIC AREA
Gaspe in Quebec was visited In 
1534 by Jacques Cartier, who set 




The militia issue represents 
the crux of the defence problem:
If the armed forces are to have 
up-to-date equipment—and offi- 
,cials say they must if they are 
'to be any use at all—the defence 
department has to be prepared 
to spend vast sums of money.
But it Is generally accepted 
that defence spending should not 
be allowed to rise above the cur­
rent level of about $1,725,000,000 
a year—approximately 35 cents 
out of every federal tax dollar.
Thus sayings have to be found 
to make room for coming expen­
sive outlays. One of the few fields 
for savings is manpower.
The emphasis today is on 
forces-in-being, tiiat i^,, troops 
able to go into im'tri^diate action. 
Consequently the reguluar forces 
can’t  very well be reduced. This 
leaves oidy the 53,000 - member 
militia.
COSTLY PROJECT
An example of coming heavy 
spending is provision of a defence 
against the intercontinental bal­
listic missile.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker an­
nounced in November that the de­
fence research board and the 
United States Air For,ce ar6 col­
laborating in research on this 
problem. Officials say the cost of 
such a defence will run to at 
least $2,0(10,000,000 though Canada 
naturally would be expected to 
bear only a relatively small share 
of this amount.
New planes are costsing more 
all the tirhe because they require 
more and more electronic equip­
ment. And Canada hasn’t yet got 
into the expensive business of 
procuring anti-aircraft missile: 
ground-to-ground missiles for the 
Army, surface-to-surface missiles 
for the Navy and air-to-air mis­
siles for the RCAF.
No early drastic changes are 
expected in equipment for the 
three services.
TIMEAFACTOR~
But time is growing short for 
re - equipment programs, espe­
cially in light of the Soviet an­
nouncement that Russia has oper­
ational long-range missiles.
By MARVIN L. ARROWSMITH
GETTYSBURG, Pa. (AP) — A 
presidential committee reported 
Saturday night that the United 
States is lagging dangerously in 
training scientists while Russia 
is “bending every effort” to 
achieve world domination ' in a 
scientific revolution.
President Eisenhower heartily 
endorsed the report.
The report by the president’s 
study committee on scientists and 
engineers was made public by 
the temporary White House as 
Eisenhower continued convales 
cence at his farm home after last 
Monday’s mild stroke.
In response to the Soviet threat 
in this '^ c e > ra j;J b e  c q n ^  
said, the United States must mar­
shal “our brainpower resources 
in company with other nations of 
the free world, not only for mut­
ual defence, but to meet the 
broader challenges of the scieh- 
tific age;’’, "
The committee chairman, How­
ard L. Bevis, president-emeritos 
of Ohio State University, said in 
a letter to Eisenhower:
The committee believes that
ENVOY TO EGYPT
ACCRA (API—ifhana. has offi­
cially announced it' is 'exchanging 
diplomats with Egsrpt. The Egyp- 
tion ambassador here will be re­
tired Maj.-Gen. Abdel Hamid. 
Ghana’s envoy to Cairo is to be 
named later.
Government Has 
To Order Debt Moratoriums
if...  I '
OTTAWA (CP),— Prime Min- concerning Ihc Canadian trade 
later picfcnbakcrVuld today the mission In the United Kingdom.
federal government has no a«-
intern?J,|
W'
„ in tU  Comi
bttn$tnh:isc-BoW
whether the 
take steps to 
> m ,vlcw of
Jfi'Wat
FOGGY IN BRITAIN
.. LONDON'(Reuters) — Fog and 
frost upset morning traffic 
throughout Britain Tuesday after 
a second night of cold weather 
Thick fog hit many London areas 
and halted all shipping 'in the 






DRY CLEANING  
LAUNDRY
the American people have not 
grasped the full implication of the 
recent technological develop­
ments, namely, that we have en­
tered a new phase in man’s in­
tellectual. progress and social 
evolution.’’
EARLY CONCERN FELT
Bevis said further that long be 
fore such Russian space age ad­
vances as the launching of satel­
lites, the presidential stuefy com­
mittee felt “ very real concern 
over the Soviet Union’s mount­
ing challenge to our technological 
leadership.”
Bevis added:
“There is ample evidence that 
the Sovibt Union is bendirig every 
effort to achieve its goal of world 
domination t»y leading the way in 
this scientific revolution.’*
How Much ^  
Do You Need?
* 6 0 0
Juit end exompt* 
Niagara Leant range from 
$50. to $1000. er mere
In iB g ln e  • • • g o ld en  
crusted tender rolls made 
with tangy sour cream! 
Easy? Definitely, when th e . 
yeast is Fleischm ann’s 
Aaive Dry! If you bake at 
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1 teaspoon tall :
1 iableipoon butler or 
margarine 
CooMo lukewarm.
2>Meanllme, measure Into large 
bowl
Ya cup lukewarm water
Stir In
1 teaspoon granulated 
sugar
Sprinkle with contents of
1 envelope 
Fleitchmonn'c 
Active Dry Yeast 
let stand 10 minutes, THEN stir 
well.
Stir
% teaspoon baking 
soda
Into lukewarm tour aeam mixturê  
then stir mixture Into yeast.
Stir In
I'/a cups once-sifted 
oll-purpose flour
and beat until smooth and elastic. 
Work In an additional 
\Vi cups (about) 
once-sifted 
all-purpose flour
3#Tum out on floured board and 
knead until smooth and elastic. 
Place In greased bowL Create 
top. Cover, let rite In a warm 
place, free from draft, until 
doubled In bulk—about hour.
4* Punch doym dough, turn out on 
tightly-floured board and knead 
until smooth. Divide dough Into 3 
equol portlonsi shape each portion 
Into a 12-tnch roll and cut Into 12 
equal pieces. Shape each, piece 
of dough Into o roll about 3 Inches 
long. Arrange, about on Inch 
apart, on greased cookie sheets. 
Grease tops. Cover. Let rite until 
doubled In bullf^obouL 40 
minutes. Bake In a hot oven, 400% 




KEEPS FRESH FOR WEEKS





I  EATON'S Refrigerator Clearance
» At Real Savings
Jamc.s Sinclair iIrCoa.<it-Capl 
lapo) wanted to know if British 
ItmpufactuiTTS bc-nidcs shipbuild­
er* have had to turn down Cana 
dian orders beenusp of it backlog 
Of work and high employment. 
' Mr ,  Om rchiir said that some 
Drlllsh Industries have a sub- 
atanUai numbetr of orders walt- 
dg: to.bo,.filled but that be didn’t 
' Whether planned Conndlari 
were affected,
_  . Johnson (ICCF-Kindera- 
Ipy) ditked Whether Prairie wheat 
D e f e r s  would iw «ub»ldia«a for
, Mr, (Churchill said no declBlon
I ' 1 i ' I  I
, I /’AS............... .
15 DAYS I N  EUROPE, ■ ,1
Seo your Travel Agent or call TCA In
Vancouver at TAtlow - 0131, 6.56 Howt St.
(opn, Georgia Hotel) and 732 Burrard St.
(Lobby, Hotel Vancouver).
•  X ow  excursion fare saves you 
$97,00 —  leave any. day of the
. week, stop over cn route across 
Canada, and then spend 15 day.s in 
Europe.
•  Enquire about TCA’s “Extra'Citics” 
Plan, Travel to . extra cities at no 
.additional cost.
“Fly now —- Pay la t^ ’’ if you wish
on all Triyis-Atlantic fares.
W '
Year end clearance, of refrigeration at real savings. Floor 
models and slightly damaged in transit. Nothing to mar their 
usefulness or appearance. Only a limited quantity of these 
beautiful Viking refrigerators to go at these low, low prices* 
Shop Thursday,.Friday and Saturday. Use Eaton’s Budget! 
Plan.
14 Cubic Foot
Our finest model refrigerator and freezer combination, Refri­
geration section 0:25 cubic foot size located at the top, Big 
family size 5 cubic foot freezer holds up to 176 (lounds of 
frozen food at a safe below zero temperature. Has full wldtb 
basket that slides out on nylon rollers. Separate doors for 
each compartment.
Was $519.95.




..I . ™  ̂ ^
229.95
 399.00
10 .5  Cubic Foot Refrigerator
Freezer chest holds up to 48 pounds of frozen food. Smartly 
styled to fit today's modem kitchens.
Was $279.95.
Clearing a t ............................ ............... .........
12.8  Cubic Foot Refrigerator
Full width freezer holds 52 pounds of frozen foods. A real 
family size refrigerator.
Was $299.95. ^ A Q A  A C
Clearing a t ............. ......... ” ................................... a O  #  r /  J
10 Cubic Foot Horizontal Freezer
Only two to clear. Slightly marked, nothing to mar its useful­
ness. Holds up to 350 tXMinds of frozen foods,
Was $279.95. A Q A  A A
Clearing at o n ly .................................................
15 Cubic Foot Uprite Freezer
A real space saver. Takes no more room in your kitchen 
than a regular refrigerator. Safe zero cold throughout.
Was $379.9.5. 9 0 0  H H
Clearance aV
See Eaton’a for Umdr Oirislinas glHs, tohsteni, Irons, eoffee 
makers, «leelrl(p kelUcs, and other eledrtoal appManoes. All 
la atoek and available for Imnedlale delivery.', Makes Eaton’s 
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a t  S U P E R - V A L U
When you shop for your Festive Foods at SUPER-VALU you can be sure of not only the  
FINEST QUALITY and COMPLETE VARIETY . . . but low  prices too! Shop SUPER-VALU 
for all your FESTIVE FOODS and you'll be able to help out your Christmas Budget w ith the 







Box -  -  -  -  . 1
Bundle
2  B oxes.  -  -
•'Vs.




Florida, Large Size, Pink or W hite .  .  .  .  .  . . . .
CAULIFLOWER
Snowy W hite, cello wrapped, each . . . .  .  -  -  -  . .  .  .  -  -





Hi-Q Potato Cake Donuts Pkg. 21c
"They’re out o f this worldl” Delicious Served Warm
j Items You'll Need
f  fUIADI/'IMC Rninsetta Design,J IlM i IVIINIJd Dinner Size, pkg...............................  .... 24c
1 SARAN WRAP .... 39c
1 GIACED CHERRIES .. 35c
[ cut MIXED PEEL 35c
j WHOLE CITRON 32c
1 "Buy Now For Christmas'-
BROWN RICE 38c
AUllOND PASTE s r . i . 39c
CHRISTMAS WRAP n 79c
DDITICIJ filC n ilT C  'Tinned, Peek FraanD llll P n  D l^ V U IId  Bouquet Dram, tin ..... 1.991 '
Canned Food Requirements 1
T'nncy, Ungraded, A for 39c





New Crop, Fancy, in shell lb. cello
Nabob, the finest, 6 4  oz. jar . . . .  .  . . . . .
Grade " A "  M edium , in cartons, dozen .  .  .  .  .  .
Moirs, 2y2-lb. box
CHRISTMAS
Every tu rke y  sold at Super~Valu 
is a Government Inspected Grade 
" A "  B ird. Order early to  
guarantee the size you like!
MARTHA LAINE
CHOCOLATES
M b . Box 89c
CROSS &  BLACKWEll
>LUM  PUDDINGS
Mb. tin 59c
STEAKS T.Bonc, Sirloin, Club, Grade "A” Becg lb.
Swift’s Empire ____ ___ ... lb.




'^ c f ...........lb.
' /  ' , ' ' ■' 
Ideal for Braising or Stew,
Gra^e Red ttrmjA 1^
Prices effective F r l, S a t, and M oh., 
December 6 ,7  and 9
' ' * I1 . I
An Indpiondently Owned 7ood Market 
-  Designed For The People In th e  
Kelowna Area.
S
i'ttblisbed by I he Kclowoa Cotiriw 492  Doyte'Aven IM oiiM t &C.
PAGIJ 4 THURSDAY* DECEMBER 5, 1957
Safe Driving W e e k  Program 
Can H elp  Police Drives
Hath year, more and more police forces 
across the nation arc taking up the laudable 
custom of Holding Holiday Hazards campaigns 
during Uecember. Designed to combat the ter­
rible traffic tolls recorded during the Christ­
mas and New Year’s weekends, these cam­
paigns arc proving highly successful, ’
Recognizing their value, the Canadian 
Highway Safely Conference, in sponsoring 
Canada's national Safe-Driving Week during 
■the first week o f ’December, is seeking in 
every, way to co-operate with these police 
drives, Safe-Driving Week activities are de­
signed to work closely with police force ac­
tivities and act as introductions to the Holiday 
Hazards efforts.
Evidence of this co-ordination of activi­
ties appeared at the Conference’s annual gen­
eral committee meeting in Toronto on Sept. 
16. Deppty Chief of Police R. R. Kerr, speak­
ing for Chief John Chisholm Of Toronto, 
gave as.surancc to'the Conference that the 
police were anxious to co-operate in every 
way possible in any safety campaign. He
spoke in connection with a statement made by 
W. Arch Bryce, that the Conference, in spon- 
■soring Safe-Driving Week, did not intend to 
interfere with the police campaigns, rather 
to co-operate with and assbt the police drives.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 
provincial police and municipal police forces 
have provided extensive and active co-opera­
tion in Safe-Driving Week work. Judges and 
magistrates presiding at court where traffic 
offences are concerned have also co-operated 
strongly. In some courts, a Safe-Driving mes­
sage is pronounced at the opening of each 
session, and many an offender has t^en vivid 
ly reminded of his responsibilities direct from 
the bench. Traffic officers in most parts of 
Canada point q^t to motorists and pedestrians 
what they, as individuab, must do to help, 
reduce the deaths in traffic. This assistance 
is extremely valuable since the person address­
ed by the traffic officer is usually accused of 
some infraction of traffic regulations, and the 
officer can indicate how such an offence, 
however minor it may seem, can lead to pro­
perty damage, personal injury, even death.
Caravan Task/ But W orthw h ile
In 1960 the Okanogan Cariboo Trail 
Association’s convention is scheduled for 
Dawson Creek, B.C., and to mark the event 
plans are now underway to mobilize a huge 
caravan to travel north to the convention 
city. The Wenatchee Daily World reported 
last week that it is anticipated that there will 
be a thousand cars in the caravan when it 
reaches Dawson Creek.
The caravan will travel along Highway 
97 through the Okanagan and it is miorc tlian 
possible it may stop overnight in Kelowna, 
as this is a logical break-point. The passen­
gers in five or six hundred cars can leave 
quite a bit of money here even during an 
overnight stop. It might be well for the board 
of t|ade of this city to extend now an invita­
tion for the caravan to stop overnight here.
Speaking of the caravan, the Wenatchee 
paper comments:
“What a fabulous thing that Caravan 97 
may be in I960. That is the caravan pf 1,000 
cars that it is hoped will travel U S. 97 from 
Weed, Cal., to mark the opening of a first 
class highway all the way to Dawson Creek 
in British Columbia. (The 1960 date has been 
selected, because the BC department of high­
ways has stated that the road will be paved^ 
to Dawson Creek by that time.)
WANTS 1SLAN1>S BACK
TOKYO (AP> -  The Japanese 
Communist party says It will 
make a Jlght for vuicondltional 
return of Okinawa and the Bonin 
Islands from the United States.
SEEK D1AMAND8
MONROVIA (API — President 
William Tubman reported to the 
legislature that liberla, inde­
pendent Negro republic in Africa, 
has large proven deposits of di­
amonds. The government plan 
calls for concessionaires to ex­
ploit diamonds in river basins, 
but Liberians will work those in 
the rivers and rivulets.
DEMAND TOLERANCE 
WAR^W (AP) — A Two-day 
conference of the association of 
athetists and freethinkers at Byd­
goszcz adopted a resolution de­
manding full toleration for unbe­
lievers. It expressed concern 
ovfti **a recent increase in cleric­
alism, fanaticism and intolei> 
anec.**
PLANNERS GOOF?
MOSCOW. (AP) — The Soviet 
press complained that the biggest 
sporting store in Moscow
has no winter sports equipment. 
A clerk said the winter season 
had not yet set in.
NEW CENTRE
AMMAN, Jordan (AP> — King 
Hussein announced establishment 
of a $31,0(X) anti-tuberculosis cen­
tre here, the first in the eastern 
Mediterranean area. There ara 
about 30.000 TB sufferers in Jor­
dan.
Just in  tim e fo r
C h r i s t m a s
S h e a f f e f ^
S N O R K E L  P E N S
/ / T ^ n o  o flie r w riting  gifts^
LOOK IN THE YELLOW PAGES
“The problems of organization, feeding 
and housing will be terrific. Figuring 20 feet 
per car while in movement such a caravan 
would be 20 miles long. On the march it 
could be broken into several sections. This 
would reduce the problems of housing and 
feeding the travellers in any one town. But 
the caravan would grow and grow until it 
finally came to the end of the line in Dawson 
Creek.
“By then there could be 3,000 to 4,000  
people descending on a community that only 
numbers 7,000. Planners here (Wenatchee) 
see an overnight tent city springing up with 
army-type kitchens feeding the caravaneers.
“The problem of organizing such a cara­
van are great. But they are not inisurmount- 
able. Never again will Highway 97 have such 
a chance to bring nation-wide publicity to 
this great road that to all practical purposes 
runs all the way to Alaska.
“We hope the Okanogan Cariboo Trail 
Association will mobilize its forces to do the 
job.”
So, says the Wepatchce paper. To its 
comment we would add one of a local note. 
We hope Kelowna and Vernon and other 
Okanagan communities will see to it that 
they are represented by large delegations.
DECLARES LOVELY DEBORAH KERR:
\ \ Barbaric, O d ious 
Lives W ith  G od"
EDITOR’S NOTE: Funerals, 
lovely Deborah Kerr thinks, are 
"barbaric” because they empha­
size death's negative side. But 
the “ Real I” will live on and re­
turn to oneness with God, the 
actress writes in this' article on 
life beyond the grave.
Bicycles are predominantly vehicles of 
youth, and, as such, are controlled by rash, 
unthinking drivers. Motorists \vho encounter 
these unpredictable, flitting two-wheelers 
must always be on their guard. The parents 
of youngsters who own bicycles have a grave 
responsibility to instill in their free-wheeling 
offspring the fact that no motorist wants to 
run down a cyclist, as well as the sense of 
responsibility required in the operator of 
such a vulnerable vehicle.
Motorists are puzzled, often angered, 
at the surly attitudes of bicycling children. 
The appearance of a bicycle on a street, 
usually sudden and unexpected, is enough
what happens to us when we die.
But there comes a time when 
we have to face it.
WORDS OF THE WISE
,T,u *• u I u  I Tbc' chessboard is a symbol of IThat s when our children comeljjfe _ _  A
life is struggle. Take struggle out
•  modem, clean filling. . .  
point and barrel never 
touch the ink
•  points custom-fitted to 
the individual's 
handwriting style
•  extra safe innerspring 
clip fastens to any fabric 
thickness
•  humidor cap keeps point 
moist and ready to write
to make any driver tense. Aware o f the po­
tential danger and the inevitable uncertainty 
of the cyclists intentions, motorists will sound 
their horns to let the young menaces know 
that traffic is near. So often the bicyclist will 
take offence, snarl a nasty wOrd or two at 
the driver as though the motorist, had no 
right to even exist, least of all to toot a 
warning. “Don’t be stupid,” a cyclist says, 
“you tend to your driving and I’ll tend to 
mine.”
The sooner a cyclist comes tO realize 
that he is driving a vehicle, a light, frail one 
at that, the greater the chance he stands of 
existence in this world of fast-growing traffic.
Padre J. A. Roberts, a reserve naval 
chaplain, has made some cogent observations 
on Remembrance Day in the HMCS Malahat 
publication, "vSniokc Signals.”
Padre Roberts thinks that thc'true spirit 
of Remembrance Day has been debased in 
recent years, “1 can well remember,” he 
writes, "how impressive it used to be on 
Armistice Day to be marched oiit to the 
playground, where wc stood bareheaded and 
at attention for two minutes’ silence at 11 
o’clock.
"In every shop, factory and office, work­
ers downed their tools and laid aside what­
ever they were doing to stand silently in 
remembrance of those who, not counting
their lives dear jmto themselves, laid them 
down for their friends.
“Nowadays Remembrance Day is a holi­
day. The theory is that all citizens will there­
fore be free to attend the services of Remem­
brance at their local Cenotaph or memorial 
and a fitting observance of great events in 
our history will result. What a mockery this 
theory turns out to be in practice . . .
“A holiday which has been hardly won 
by labor is not likely to be given up lightly 
and without struggle. Our only recourse is 
. . .  to impress upon all citizens that the day 
is not meant to be some kind of Roman car­
nival but a solemn and thankful Day of 
Remembrance.”
To which we say, “Amen.”
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Recently 
my secretary, who had been with 
me most of the 11 years I have 
been in America, died after a long 
illness. I pondered how to break 
the news to my two daughters, 
v/ho had been very close to her.
The girls' nurse came into the 
room while I was talking with 
Melanie, my nine-year-old, and 
said, "funeral will be on Mon­
day.”
What funeral?" asked Mela­
nie, her eyes bright with interest. 
Francesca is 5, and not quite so 
curious.
"Vivian’s, dear,” I told her. 
You know how she has been ill 
for a long time. Well, she has 
died.”
Melanie thought for a moment, 
then said, “Oh, well, she will al­
ways be with us,”
ALWAYS HERE 
"That’s right, dear,” I said, 
surprised and happy with her re­
ply. "Her spirit will always be 
with us.”
What a wonderful reaction to 
death! I thought. Not many of us 
can view death with such whole­
some clarity .Usually it is the 
very young or the very old.
Why can we view death with­
out fear only when we are very 
young, very old or very sick?
I believe it's because we are 
every day instilled with the fear 
of death.
"Come out of the rain, you’ll 
catch your death!"
"I died a thousand times!” 
Don’t let death take your holi­
day!”
Now there's nothing wrong with 
beihg cautious. But these con­
stant suggestions that death is 
something awful build up a ter 
ror of dying,
FUNERALS BARBARIC 
Funerals ate another way of 
making death seem odiou.s. I 
think they are barbaric. I don’t 
want people moaning and weep­
ing when- I’m gone. I’d rather 
have them open a bottle of cham­
pagne and remember the good 
times we’d had.
Most of us grow up and,become 
adults'without facing the issue of
in one day and ask, "where do 
people go when they die?”
As my children have . been 
growing up, I HAVE TRIED TO 
FORM ANSWERS TO THEIR 
QUESTIONS ABOUT LIFE AND 
DEATH AND GOD. Certainly 
they are not THE answers, and 
I hesitate to set them down  ̂in 
print—that should be the realm 
for thinkers like Albert Schweit­
zer and Bertrand Russell. But 
since the Associated Press has 
asked me, here they are.
LIKE SPACE
When Melanie asks me what 
It’s like after death, I try to put 
it in terms she can understand. 
And children nowadays are ctazy 
about outer space.
"Supposing you take a rocket 
80,000 miles into space,” I tell 
her. "When you get up there, 
you’d have a feeling that all is 
space. There’s no end, is there?” 
"No, there is no end,” she says, 
her mind playing with the idea.
“Then that’s how it must be 
when we die,” I reason. "There 
is no beginning and there is no 
end. We have no sense of time, 
no sense of living.”
We find it hard to face dying 
because we want our identities to 
live on after the death of the 
body. What we fear to lose is 
merely the ego, the False I. This 
ego fearfully awaits oblivion.
But this is ridiculous. The Real 
I will live on. Rather, it will re­
turn to the oneness with God. 
I’hat is true immortality.
Everyone wants to know where 
they’ll go after death. I think 
they go everywhere. God is in 
every one of us. When wc die, 
we are freed of the limitations 
of the body and return to God. 
Wc become part of all space, all 
time, all form.
Will wc meet our friends and 
loved ones??
Certainly. Because we will all 
be one—all part of the eternal 
mind, God.
•  model, color and price 
selection
•  handsomely gift-boxed
of chess, or out of life, and what 
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BIBLE THOUGHT
KING TAIXS BUSINESS WITH SECRETARY
K inf Mohamn^ed V ot M oo
Tiind̂  ! V.S, Seccfttanr, <(4
i l lm i l  « m r vlsiUns
waariT«tw«nt ■ HtNinlioWar. It
after ftreeUnc King Mo- 
luimmed that (Sen. ui«
c4 hla mild atroke.
THE DAILY COURIER
R. P. MacLsan, Publisher 
Published every Afternoon ox 
cept Sunday! and holldnyi nt 492 
Deylo Avo,, Kclowno, B.C. by 
Thn Kelowna Courier Limited.
Members Audit Bureau ot Clr- 
culntioiia.
Member of The Cunadlnn Press 
The Canadian Press is oxclu- 
iilvely entitled to the use for rc- 
publicatlon of all news despatches 
credited to it or to Tho'Associated 
Press or Reuters in this poper 
end also the local nows published 
'^«rein. All rights of republlca 
tlcn ot ti>cctol dispatches lirrcin 
aie also reserved.
Subscription rates—carrier de­
livery. city and district T5c per 
week, carrier boy collecting every 
Z weeks. Suburban aieas. where 
carrier or delivery service is 
matntaiiMd, rates as above.
By mall* in B.C.. fROO pc 
year: 9iJ» tot S moaths: $2.00 
for )  months. Outside B.C. and 
US.'A.t $13.00 per yesr; 
eqpy ssles price, 3 cenU,
In the time of trouble he shall 
hide me in his pavilion, Ilo shall 
set me upon a rock. Psalm 27:5.
Wc are not friendless. If wc are 
in trouble our Heavenly parent is 
concerned. Wc arc not alone,
Deluxe Automatic Speed Cooking
30" ELECTRIC RANGE
r
10 YEARS AGO 
December, 1947
Doug Simpson, pntrol leader in 
the 2nd troop, Kelowna Doy 
Scouts, is the ucw Okanagan Val­
ley plc-cntlng champion. 'At n 
variety concert sponsored by the 
local scout.s, Doug was dcolur- 
cd winner over 11 other contc,st- 
nnts when ho gobbled up n lemon 
pie In one minute and 27 seconds 
flat. Teddy McCarthy, of Win­
field, and Don Carter, East Kel­
owna, finished second ond third 
respectively.
Tiirec.thousand dollnrs in bonds 
believed to have been stolen Inst 
June in tho burglary of Whillis 
and Gnddes, Kelowna real c.stntc 
and investment brokers, have 
been recovered by Vancouver 
ix)licc. Tlio bond.s, which' imIIcq 
said ore port of the $100,iKlo’loot 
taken in thp Kelo\vna burglary 
were found wrapped in a paper 
bag in 0 pan honglng bchina a 
kitchen stove. Two’ men, Peter 
Mclanne, 42, apd Frank L ,'|^ ltc . 
33, arrested In ' a rnid staged 
Jointly by tho RCMP and D.C. 
provincial |>pUco today aro locked 
in the city Jail, charged with re­
taining stolen property over $23.
place on the Canadian swim 
team which will participate in 




Stewart Brothers Nurseries, Li­
mited, tins been granted a ccrli- 
ficoto of Incorporation under the 
"Companies Act” ns n Limited 
Company, Tlie company has been 
organized to take over the nur­
sery business carried on by 
Stcw'nrt Bros. Its registered of­
fice is nt Kelowna, and its shnro 
capital is $20,000 divided into two 
hundred shoros.
20 YEARS AGO 
Daeember,'1027 
Dot Andison, si>ccdy Kelowna 
single I nalator, has been in Victoria for 
the past month, training for a
Model PJC 303
T ERMS 'rO SUIT YOUR BUDGET
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE  
FEATURES THAT MAKE THIS 
THE MOST OUTSTANDING  
VALUE EVER OFFERED!
•  Automatic Element
•  Automatic Griddle
•  Automatic Timer
•  Pushbutton Controls
•  Giant Sized Oven
•  Focused Heat Broiler
•  Built-in Lamp
•  Two Appliance Outlets
•  High Speed Calrod Elements that
are actually Faster Than Gas
POSITIVELY THE GREATEST 
RANGE VALUE OF 'HIE YEAR  
Selling at a Trice you would nontially 
pay for a Standard 30” Range.







From the Boy Scout column: 
Badges completed durihg the 
week lutvo been tho Pioneer and wg 
CycIlHt by Patrol Lender Pnrkin-lSx 
son, and tiio Cyclist by Second ^  
Mnntio ond Scout J . Groves. Pn-ltM 
trol l.«ader Parkinson is also well I ̂  
on his way with tlio work tor the ^  
War Service .Bodge.
SO YEARS AGO 
December, 1907 
An advertisement of Ute Kcl 
owna - Westbank ferry ̂  service 
shows that the ferry made two 
round trips doily, leaving Kel­
owna a t 8:30 n.m. Bndi>4:30 n,m. 
with an extra service on Wednes­
day and Saturday, leaving 'Kel- 
*owna a t 11:30 n.m.
r,jw,m. SMALL APPLIANCE SALE
Mmmf/  $1.00 Down Holds Any Article Until Chrlslnihs
G.E. Autematio Toaster— . OT O^k O.E. Steam Iro n -
Regular 24.0.7, Special .......... . Regular 10.05. Special
G.E. Fry Pan— 1 7  0*1 G.E. KettlCs-^
Regular 22,0.7. Spccinl ...V -.:. I » •7*3 Rcgulnr 14.50< Special . 
G.E. Coffee Msker-p , e%A A r  G.E. M ixer-
Regular 20.03, Spcelol.......... . A*t»7«J Rcgtilnr 24.05. Special
G.E. Vacuum Cleaner— « f ld  CA G.li;. Floor PoUalier— 
Regular 03.80. Special ............ 0 * f» J v  Regular ,40.03. S|>cclol
4
1 5 .9 5  
1 1 .5 0  
1 6 .9 9
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A t Least One Local Store Plans
Staging Open Late Year Round
At k a  £t one store Intends tei short address, followed by a | stead and such big stores have 
st?” oocn late Fridays all oucstion period, told the bureau;shown they “produce a lot of 
threugh the year, contrary to the'that the Iratk board “wants to | buyers for any town." 
majorit’' of the Retail Mer*'enlarge it.s thinking in keeping jBETIEE AND BiGGES 
chants Bureau. ' with a citv that can afford it.” i Contending that the commer-
While at a meeting of tbs! He confirmed that the board cial area needs to be “opened 
bureau Wednesday night a reso- i was seeking permanent offices i up" and that the city’s Industrial 
lution was passed calling for and was considering hiring ajareai he described it as the 
■ " permanent full-time secretary-!“best in the Interior” ! needs to
manager, but he quieted mis- be developed further, Mr. Gaddes
TODAYSraTOCK QUOTATIONS
closing of stores at 5r30 p.m. on 
the Friday of Christmas week 
(Dec. 271 and the following Fri­
day (Jan. 3>, Bill Gordon, speak­
ing on behalf of Gordon’s Super- 
Value supermarket, voted against 
th“ motion.
He announced that Cordon’s 
would remain open Friday nights 
all through the year, including 
Dec. 27 and Jan. 3.
Other store arc expected to 
follow suit and this will bring 
about a situation with some 
stores open Friday nights and 
others closed.
ANNUAL MEETING
But the whole matter of late 
closing hours is expected to be 
reviewed, and possibly clarified, 
at the Retail Merchants Bureau's 
annual general meeting at the 
Royal Anne Hotel Jan. 8.
Also on the agenda will be dis­
cussion of the question: Is late 
Friday ooening better than late 
Saturday?
Most of last night’s meeting 
agreed that both the public and 
the store employees seemed to 
prefer Friday and many said 
they would not go back to late 
opening on Saturday in lieu of 
lYldays.
The bureau will also deal with 
complaints from some merchants 
that they are being discriminated 
against by having to pay a charge 
at the dump grounds when they 
take out rubbish, and that some 
merchants arc not putting their 
refuse out In the lanes in proper 
containers.
ENLARGED TIIINKING
C. D. Gaddes, president of the 
Kelowna Board of Trade, in a
givings about the extra cost to 
the retailers by ooining that the 
“merchants would not be asked 
to pay much more” for this en­
larged seiwice.
Mr. Gaddes said it has proved 
to be a “ fallacy in keeping the 
big stores out” because they have 
built in Vernon or Penticton m-
prcdlcted that if “we will open 
our town it won’t be very long 
before Kelowna is a strategic 
town, from a location stand­
point."
’’We'VC got to do something to­
wards making it a better and 




Mrs. George Smith Is Again 
Re-elected President Of W.A.
PEACHLAND—The Rev. A. A. field, Kelowna, Summcrland, Pen- 
T. Northrup, rector of St. Mar-iticton, Kalcdan, Princeton and 
garet’s Anglican Church, took | Oliver, Refreshments were served 
the chair for the election of offi-|at the close of the fun packed 
cers at the annual meeting of j evening.
the W.A. held at the home of Teen agers arc becoming en-
nv#»r cmiarA ^HanplncrMrs. R. B. Spackman.
Mrs. George Smith was return­
ed to the office of president while 
Mrs. C. \V. Aitkens was returned 
to the vice-president's office. 
Other officers elected:
Secretary, Mrs, Hamish Mac- 
Neill; treasurer, Mrs. Peter Ton- 
ham; Dorcas secretary, Mrs. V. 
Milncr-Jones; little helpers’ sec­
retary, Mrs. H. C. MacNeill; 
work committee, convener, Mrs. 
Fred Topham, Jr., Mrs. Ivor 
Jackson, Mrs. Peter Spackman.
A full report on the year’s ac­
tivities was given bv the retiring 
secretary, Mrs. George Long, 
showing a busy year of accom­
plishments.
Final arrangements were made 
for the annual bazaan which is 
_. .  , being held on Friday in the Unit-
Fine o r  $K, plus S4.OT costs, Church Hall,
was levied in district police court i next meeting will be held in 
on Glen Edwin Hanson for cx-] jj,n„arv at the home of Mrs. F. 
cceding the 50 miles an hour £  Wraight.
thusiasUc over square ^dancing 
with five squares showing up at 
the lesson last week. 'Teeners 
come from Westbank and Sum- 
merland which are being instruct­
ed by Ray Fredrickson, of Sum- 
merland. It Is expected that one 
more square will be formed this 
week.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Redstone 
liave returned from Chicago with 
their new trailer and van and 
are stopping at the home of the 
former’s narenls, Mr. and Mrs. 
C, T. Redstone, who have gone 
to Vancouver for a short time.
speed limit on Highway 97.
Pleading guilty to a charge of 
driving while his ability to do so 
was impaired by alcohol, William 
McMillan was fined $125 plus 
costs of $4 in district police court.
Charged in district police court 
with operating a truck on a high­
way without licence plates, PhiKp 
McCarthy was fined $15 plus ^  
costs.
Sophie Bliele, Rutland, was re­
quired to post a $500 peace bond 
ais sentence was suspended for 
two years after she appeared in 
district police court on a charge 
of assaulting Howard Uphill.
Appearing in district police 
court here on a charge of speed­
ing in a school zone at Wyndell, 
B.C., John Hussey,-Kelowna, was 
lined $20 plus $3.50 costs.
For speeding on Highway 97, 
John Frederick Edmunds paid a 
fine of $20 and costs in district 
police court.
Charged in district police court 
with making false statements to 
obtain imemployment insurance 
benefits. Michad Sail was lined 
$30 and costs of $4.50 and order­
ed to make restitution of the ben­
efits received.
Failure to attach a deer tag to 
a deer carcass, as required under 
the game act, cost hunter William 
Allen a fine of $25 and costs in 
district police court.
Fine of $10 plus $5.50 cost was 
levied in city police court on 
Adolph Walker for being intoxi­
cated in a public place.
Pleading guilty in city police 
court to charges of vagrancy, 
two brothers—Alfred and Percy 
Normanin—were fined $10 each, 
plus costs, or In default three 
days imprisonment.
Appearing in city police court 
on a third offence charge of being 
Intoxicated in a public place, 
Leonard Haynes was sentenced 
to 20 days imprisonment. Maxi­
mum sentence on this charge is 
three months, with no opition of 
a fine.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Vokes have 
moved to Summcrland to reside. 
Their prooertv has been bought 
by Peter Topham.'
F. Ivor Jackson, Trepanier, has 
returned from Vancouver W’here 
he spent a few days on business.
Mrs. F. E. Witt and her daugh­
ter, Mrs. M. A. Valentine, have 
returned from Mattawa, Wasb 
ington, where they visited Mrs 
Witt’s son and daughter-in-law, 
Mr. and Mrs. George Witt, who 
drove them home and spent a 
few days here.
The Totem Twirlcrs Square 
Dance Club held a party night 
in the Athletic Hall, with Les 
Boyer of Okanogan, Wash., as 
M.C. and caller. Out of towners 




VANCOUVER — Organization 
in Kelowna and district for the 
University of British Columbia 
development fund is moving for­
ward, Paul E. Cooper, general 
chairman for the $5,000,000 na­
tionwide appeal, said this week. 
Arthur Dawe is chairman of the 
local alumni committee, W. B. 
Hughes-Games is community 
chairman.
"I am sure the UBC alumni 
and friends are concerned about 
living condition^ their sons and 
daughters must endure at UBC 
today.
"Approximately half the stu 
dent body—some. 4500 young men 
and women—come from cities 
and towns outside Greater Van­
couver. But the university can 
house only 1,184 students on the 
campus, mostly in former army 
huts. The only permanent housing 
is four units of residences which 
are reserved for 248 ydung wo­
men, freshmen who arc away 





KAMLOOPS (CP)—Criticism of 
the curriculum for B.C. second­
ary school students was made 
during the weekend by area rep­
resentatives of School District 
No. 24.
Municipal school inspector Earl 
Marriott said "the general pro­
gram is a hodge-podge of subjects 
which leads nowhere for the stu­
dents.”
The representatives expressed 
concern that only one year of 
compulsory mathematics is in­
cluded.
Trustee H. I. Grube of Chase 
said mathematics are essential 
for any student planning to enter 
business.
'We are paying good money on 
schools where kids don’t learn a 
thing,” he added. '
Lack of discipline in elementary 
schools was brought up by T. N, 
Flatt of Holmwood. With teachers 
asking for more money, he said, 
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Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Bernard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C.
(as at 12 noon E.S.T.) 
Dominion of Canada
Bid Asked
Cal and Ed. 22(4 22V4
Cdn. Husky 12V4 12%
Cent. Del Rio 7.00 7.05
Fort St. John 4.40 4.50
Home Oil A 15 15(4
Home Oil B 14(4 15




5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 
9th Victory Loan 
Sre due 1966 
Provincials 
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Saskatchewan 
5% due 1977 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1965 
Ontario Hydro 
5% due 1977 
Ontario 
5‘o due 1964 
Ontario 
5% due 1975 
Corporations 
Abitibi
4%'i due 1966 
B.A. Oil 
5V4';o due 1977 
B.C. Electric 
5%')t due 1977 
Home Oil 
57o due 1971 
Woodward’s 
5% due 1977 
Inland Nt. Gas 
5%% due 1977 
Loblaw 
6% due 1977 
Westcoast TV. “C" 
5%% due 1988
The dllemm^ which faces Mrs. 
Manningham, occu|>ant of tlie 
house bn Angel Street located la 
the Pimlico district, is being 
made even more unbearable by 
the behaviour of her maid, 
Nancy. A maid wlvo sides with 
her master against her mistress. 
Nancy is much too pert and 
knowmg to be a satisfactory ser­
vant.
Wednesday and Tliursday nights, 
December 11 and 12 will see the 
full story of Mrs. Manningham 
land her difficult employee pre- 
|sentcd on the stage of the Em- 
42% . 43% press nicatre when the Kelowna
43 43(4 LiUie Theatre brings to its audi-
40(i 41 cnees t h e  Victorian thriller,
52 52(4 "Gaslight", written by Patrick
60(4 61 Hamilton.
39% 40 Jean, Chapman is Mrs. Mann­
ingham and Jean Creese has the 
role of Nancy, the pert house­
maid whose misdemeanours not 
only annoy Mrs. Manningham but 
in a strange and twisted «way 
provide her with ■ the answer to 
her overwhelming problem.
Jean Creese will be remember­
ed by Kelowna audianccs for her 
excellent performance as Marg­
aret in ‘"liie Holly and the Ivy" 
a role to which she gave a care­
fully conti'olled dramatic inten­
sity. In “Helena's Husband" as 
Helen of Troy she showed her­
self an accomplished comedienne.
As Nancy in "Gaslight” she 
brings to the torture of Mrs. Man­
ningham the-final turning of the 
screw, and it is a measure of 
Jean Creese’s abilities as an act­
ress that she manages this im- 
portant addition to strain
SI
•:Sv
THE DAILY COURIER 
TUURm d ec . 5. 1»ST
South Kelowna
SOUTH KELOWNA; The biid. 
nunton club has started anothcf 
season and plays every Thursi 
day night from MO p.m. a t thq 
Rutland High School gymnasium. 
The executive is composed of 
Peter Stirling, Arthur Ward ̂ and 
Mrs. Eleanor Foot.
James Arthur. Jr. is a patient 
In the hospital. Friends and 
neighbors wish him a speedy re­
covery.
The next meeting of Uio PTA 
will be held on Monday, at tha 
school followed by an “Tnterna- 
, r  -.{y* Night" program. Speakers
■’ y  i i will be Mrs. llcdi Lattey and Dr. 
"5 Lattey of Vernon, and a film 
on the Hungarian refugees will 
be shown. l*TA members from 
Mission Creek and East Kelowna 








The efforts of these three clev­
er women and their equally skill­
ed conficres. Jean Chapman, 
Charles Patrick and Hugh Bcr- 
nau combined with the assistance 
of many back-stage workers will 
bring you “Gaslight" on Decem­
ber 11th and 12th in the Empress 
Theatre.
GOING AHEAD
KITIMAT, B.C. (CP>—Voters 
overwhelmingly endorsed a $2,« 
250,000 bylaw for construction of 
a hospital in this aluminum man­
ufacturing centre.
PLANE GOES BACK
SHANNON, Ireland (Reuters)— 
A British Overseas Airways 
j Stratocruiser on a flight to New 
with [York turned back to Shannon air- 
such a deft and effective touch. Iport when it developed'magneto 
SINCERE ACTRESS ! trouble 400 miles out over the
Diane Springer as Elizabeth the Atlantic.
WRECK TOLL HIGH
RIO DE JANEIRO (Reuters)— 
Many passengers were killed 
when a speeding train plunged 
over an embankment at Pique 
Cameiro, in the Brazilian state 
of Ceara, first reports reaching 
here tonight said. First reports 
put the number of dead at 200, 
but it was expected. further de­
tails would bring this total down
Red China Wheat Sale Studied
102%
100.00 _ housekeeper, provides a welcome'
warmth and stability to the story
101.00 — of ^he house on Angel Street. This 
sincere and pleasing actress will'
102(4 102% t>e recalled as the nHirse in the'
one-act thriller. “Sorry, Wrong 
101% 102(4 ' Number”. In that play her per-'
- I formance as the Registered
104.00 104(4 Nurse answering the phone gave 
a note of sympathetic Understand­
ing to an otherwise nightmarish
94.00 _ series of phone calls.
Although Kelowna has only had
100.00 — Ihe chance to see Diane in this!
one play, she is an actress of
101.00 101% considerable experience having
taken part in many Shakespear-
116.00 — performances w i t h  St.
Peter’s Players in Bournemouth,
103.00 — England.
The talented woman whose abi-
107.00 — lities are the mainspring of Kel­
owna Little Theatre’s prcxiuction
110(4 — of “GasligHt” is of course no
stranger to Kelowna audiences.
109.00 110.00 Ethelwyn Logie directs this
play with her accustomed verve 
and the same dynamic personal­
ity that has powered so many ex­
cellent Regatta shows and that 
gave “My Three Angels” to Kel­
owna audiences last spring.
ADDS FLAVOUR TO M EAT
Now Available
OTTAWA (CP)—Trade Minis­
ter Gordon ChurchiU * has indi­
cated a Canadian government 
willingness to sell wheat to Com­
munist China.
“If China can purchase our 
wheat and needs it’’ Canada was 
quite ready to sell, he said in the 
Commons Wednesday night.
“ We are not opposed to trading 
with any country in the world,” 
he added. “ It is a question of 
whether proper arrangements 
can be made.”
Mr. Churchill told members 
that trade with China is "a 
matter of very considerable con­
cern to many countries.” 
REPORT SOON
He hoped to give the Commons
soon a report on the results of ^ 
Canadian trade commissioner’s 
recent visit to Communist China.
The reindeer has been bred in 
domestic herds in Finland for 
many centuries.
DIVORCE RATE
The peak in numbers of Cana­
dian divorces was 8,199 in 1947, 
compared with 11 in 1900.
Former Newspaper 
O fficial Succumbs
VANCOUVER (CP) — Funeral 
services have been held here for 
Arthur Stewart Mackenzie Read, 
retired newspaper and magazine 
executive who died here at the 
age of 73.
He was former advertising man­
ager of the now defunct The 
World and later for The Sun and 
was a founder of The Western 
Lumberman magazine.
Born in Winnipeg, he came here 
in 1905. He is survived by a son 
Harold, a . daughter, Mrs. Leslie 
















Many people iieTer teem to get a good 
night’s rest They turn and tost—blame it 
on 'netTea|—when it may be their kidneya. 
Healthy kidneya Biter poisona and exccaa 
adds from the blood. If they'(aiL and 
impurities stay in the ayitem^iaturbed 
reit often follows. If you don’t rest well 
get and use Dodd*t Kidney Pilli.' Dodd’s 
help the kidneya so that you can rest 
better—and feel better. 134
DodditlGdner Pills
in  th is  
utiravtive 
n e w  a i r l o i i
Fine Scotch wiih a smooth 
mellow flavor and extra 
quality all Us own. . .  blended 
in the special “Black & White" 
way from the pick of 
Scotland’s whiskies.
Serve “Black & White” . . . 
it gives you pleasure no other 
whisky can.
1?he Sict£ti^ in  the Blending
B L A C K &  W H I T E
S C O T C H  W H I S K Y
BUCHANAN’S B-IS«
This advertisement is not published or,displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
Our counters are now 
filled with just the gifts you 
had in mind for that particu­
lar person.
Fine selection of Vanity 
Seta from
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For Her its cosmetics she 
knows and trusts by famous 
names . , , Elizabeth Arden 
. . . Dorothy Grey Yardlcy 
. . .  Shulton . . .  DuBarry 
and Faberge, all packaged 
in exquisite containers. * 
Our musical Powder Boxes 
will add a touch of novelty to 
a useful present. -
If still in doubt our assist­
ants are .always willing to 
give guidance.
For Him we have Imported 
from England fine quality 
leather goods . . .  wallets, 
travelling cases . . . key 
rings . . .  or moybe slmvlng 
kits arc what he wants . . .  
safety razor sets by Gillette 
and Eversharp, and electric 
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ALWAYS DO BETTER AT
;7,
fo r  C hristm as G ift  S u ggestion s  
C o n s id er  th e  F ollow in g
For (he Home





Brush and Poker Sets Ranges



















HARDWARE and FURNITURE 
KLIiXlTRICAL 
Elcotrio iShavera 













































Ash Trays > 



























. Burp Guns 
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KELOWNA'S 
GIFT : 
C E N TM .
'r i io N F /io 2 3
\ ,
■>ŷ .
M # " '  I *  * T "  W%t 'V ie  For Top Place
Coach George Agar will Jiavc 
two things In mind when he 
comes to town tomorrow night 
at 9 for las tussle with the lea­
gue leading Kelowna Packers— 
he will be seeking a win and 
some points to hold on to his lead 
in the statistic race.
Big Jim Middleton, the veter­
an of the Packers club, will be 
just one point behind him at the 
start of the evening, and a big 
production could put him right 
up on top.
Left winger Moe Young will 
still be out of action again, with 
his leg injury still healing, and 
it looks like A1 Schaefer will be 
hanging them up for a while, as 
the doctor has advised rest for 
bis knee.
However, coach Jack O’Reilly 
will have a full staff on hand. 
Bud Laidler holding down the 
spot left vacant by Young, and
of the third line.
BOTH GAMES “MUSTS’*
Both games of this home-and- 
home scries will be "musts,’’ 
coach O’Reilly today.
DUEL FOR THE RUBBER
Fighting a tight little duel 
with the puck are Vernon’s 
net-minder Hal Gordon and 
Joe KaiSer, Packers’ centre
man, in the picture above. ’The 
wily Vernon goalie will prob­
ably not be in action tomorrow 
night against the Packers, as
he has been out for the past 
few games. Young Jim M c L ^ , 
brother of Don “Dumbo’’ Mc­
Leod, Vernon defence man, is
ably filling in the spot, how­
ever. Game time tonight is 9 
Courier Staff Photo
through the schedule so far.
Saturday night for the s< 
game of their back-to-back \ 
end scries. Meanwhile, the Chiefs i 
and the Vees will be tangling,! 
and their chances of picking up! 
four points are good, based on’ 
the record.
Coach George Agar and his,
boys will be hungry for a win, 
and should be right back in 
stride now, with most of the 
Allan Cup winning roster back 
In strip, a little older but no 
easier to take.
O’Reilly’s men have a two- 
game winning streak going now, 
after handing the Chiefs a beat­
ing on Saturday night, and tak­
ing the Vees on THicsday night.
Ray Powell, classy Packers 
I centre man. scored a brace of 
* goals ' In beating Penticton.
SIEG'S
SERVICE
Serv ice is 
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M iserly NHL Net-minders 
Score Trio O f Shut-outs
By MARTY GOODMAN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
National Hockey League for­
wards found themselves frus­
trated at every turn by superb 
goaltending in Wednesday night’s 
two games.
Where one team managed to 
score, it was a defenceman who 
first-turned the trick.
Jacques Plante and Ed Chad 
wick were the goalies as Mont­
real Canadians and Toronto 
Maple Leafs played a 0-0 tie.
Glenn Hall turned in a league­
leading fifth shutout as Chicago 
Black Hawks blanked New York 
Rangers 2-0. Defenceman Elmer 
Vasko scored Chicago’s first 
goal.
The double shutout at Toronto 
was the first time Canadiens 
went scoreless since Dec. 26, 
1956, Chadwick did the job then, 
too, with a 1-0 victory. 
TORONTO EDGES UP 
The split in points moved Mont­
real four points ahead of second- 
place New York and edged fourth 
place Toronto to within one point 
of Boston Bruins.
Chicago s victory sent Hawks 
Into fifth place, ofie point ahead 
of Detroit Red Wings and a point 
back of Toronto.
Chadwick and Plante carne up 
with their third shutouts of the 
season. Hall’s fifth was one more 
than he scored in 70 games last 
year with Detroit. Plante led the 
league last year with nine, 
Plante, who stopped 27 shots, 
was exceptionally good in hand­
ling B r̂ank Mahovlich three times. 
Chadwick, with 26 saves, had the 
most trouble with Bcrnie Gcof- 
frion and Dickie Moore.
Chadwick was involved in last 
seasdn’s two 0-0 games, against 
New York and Chicago.
A key play came in the early 
minutes of the third period when 
Chadwick outguessed Bob Turner 
on a breakaway. Montreal 
was shorthanded when Turner 
blocked a shot and had a clear 
path to the goal.
CANADIENS’ SIXTH STRAIGHT 
It was Montreal’s sixth straight 
game without a loss and To­
ronto’s fifth straight.
At New York the stumping 
Rangers dropped behind after 45 
seconds when Vasko tipped in
Eddie Mikoski’s shot. Eddie Litz- 
enberger added his 10th goal mid­
way through the third period.
It was the fifth loss in six 
games for New York, in which 
they have scored only nine goals, 
five of them in the lone victory.
Hall stopped 22 shots as Hawks 
won their first game in seven
starts. Marcel Paille stopped 23 
for New York.
The three shutouts brought the 
league total to 19 in 71 games. 
Last season in the same period 
there were 13.
Action resumes tonight when 
Toronto plays at Montreal and 
Detroit is at Boston.
AGAR TO GET NEW STETSON 
IF CANADIANS WIN LEAGUE
(COURIER’S VERNON BUREAU)
VERNON: If the Canadians win the league this year, 
Coach George Agar stands to receive a new stetscsa.from^. 
Mayor Don MacKay of Calgary.
In a letter to Mayor Frank Becker, Mr. MacKay ex­
plained he would appreciate the opportunity to replace 
Agar’s worn-out stetson with a new headpiece similar to 
the one that was given to Mayor Becker, when he recently 
visited Calgary.
The letter was sent to thank Mr. Becker for the box of 
apples delivered to the Calgary mayor. The apples were 
distributed to the members of Calgary city council.
Mr. MacKay was commodore at the Kelowna regatta 
three years ago.
GOLFERS ANNUAL 
MEETING AT 8 TONITE
The Kelowna Golf Club will 
hold their annual meeting to­
night at 7:30 in the club house 
pn their Glenmore premises.
Election of officers, discus­
sion of the past season’s acti­
vities and the proposals for the 
new year will be items on the 
agenda.
The club completed three 
tennis courts this year, and 
intend to buid at least one more 
next year, as part of the mer­
ger with the tennis club.
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Last W e re  First 
In W H L  Upsets
Ski 
C linic Set 
For Dec. 26
Junior skiers will have the op­
portunity of attending n ski clinic 
to bo held in Princeton Dec. 26- 
29. dnder the auspices of the Can­
adian Amotour Ski Association, 
Kelowna Ski Club orcsldent an­
nounced yc.sterday.
The skiers attending the clinic 
18 years and under, will bo giv­
en free billots, and will only bo 
required to pay 81 per day for 
the ski tow, and 83 per day for 
meals.
Ski instnictors will be Harry 
Sotvedt. Al Mcnilcs, Los May and 
Norbert Kamnlgm, all of -Van­
couver.
DEADLINE DEC. 10
,Tha local club is intercstc<l In 
; applicants indicate their
tntenil<Hiji of attending os soon at 
posgihle, with the deadiino date to 
Biav4' applications in to Mobel 
Halt, dub secretary, set a t Dec, 
\  10.1^88 Hall, may be contacted at 
' t8DL,lp the evenings.
them be sufficient can 
HdRU'lt may be possible to a^ 
'• I;  tptetwise tha aUerii
! ' will have to go by bus,
The Trail All-Stars hoop squad 
will have former Alberni scoring 
star Denny Grisdale in their line­
up Saturday night when they take 
on the B.A. Oilers in the high 
school gym, game time 9 p.m. 
The Trail collegiate girls team, 
slated to , appear against the 
Mcikle.s’ Teddy Bears, have can­
celled their appearance, but local 
officials hope to arrange another 
preliminary, to start at 7:30.
In the main bvent, coach Hank 
Tostenson’s Oilers will have to 
keep an eye on both Grjsdalc and 
Eric Grnndstrom, 6’4” centre 
man with an average of 17 points 
per game. Grisdale has hit the 
hemp for 92 points so far, giving 
him an 18-polnt per game aver­
age.
John Merklcy, a good outside 
scorer and shifty ball handler. Is 
considered to be the plnymakcr 
of the club, while Cas Catalano, 
hitting 14 points per game. Is 
noted for his jump .shot.
The Trail team l.s coached by 
Rennie Mitchell, a former mem­
ber of the McGrath ‘‘RocHcts’’, 
western Canada senior “A” final­
ists four years ago.
DISTAFF PICTURE BRIGHTER 
Tlie picture for the dl-statf hoop- 
Rtors has brightened, however, 
with the entry of Vcriion and Pen 
tlclon into the picture, after they 
had announced their intentions of
'The Teddies were superior in 
training and condition, however, 
and outscored the Vernon quin­
tette right from the start, leading 
26-9 at the half.
SCORING
Kelowna—Bennison, 15; Vansan- 
tan; Welder, 4; Gumming, 14; 
Berard, 14; Stuart, 6; Hartman; 
Allercott; Mclnnarney, 4.
Vernon—McCulloch, 3; Hanson, 
4; Donald, 10; Reed; Hoffman, 
5; L’Ostlne; French, 4; Ostafen; 
’Ihorlakson, 1.
OSHL STATISTICS
staying out this year.
Tiio Teddy Bear.s, with a power­
ful club this year, were faced with 
tl̂ o pro.s|M!cts of going the whole 
season playing only exhibition 
games. Helen Leonard, league 
manager for the senior "H’l wom­
en, will draw up a three-team 
leoguo schedule.
In the first meeting with Vernon 
la.st night, the Toddles ’ came 
nwny with a 57-27 victory, but 
conch Bob Hall knid the Vernon 
club looked very promising, nnd|
(Thesft stats are unotfioial, com­




Agar, Vcr. H  24 35
Middlctoi), Kcl. 14 10 33
Roche, Kcl. 12 20 32
Hyrcluk, Knm. 14 18 32
Lowe, Ver. 13 15 28
Kaiser, Kcl. 13 15 28
Powell. Kel. 12 15 27
Penco.sh, Pen, 15 12 27
More, Ver, 16 11 27
Milliard, Knm. 9 17 2«
Dawes, Kam. 3 21 24
Sasnknmooso 10 13 2."
Evgns, Knm. 9 13 21
King, Ver. 15 7 , 25
Prince, Knm, 14 8 25
Leopold, Knm. 17 4 21
Young, KCl. 12 9 21
Irish And Eyeties 
Stage King-Size 
Donnybrook Wed.
By ED SIMON 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
LONDON (CP) — The fog that 
closed down London airport and 
the even thicker fog enveloping 
international soccer rules led to 
an Irish-Italian donnybrook in a 
‘‘friendly’’ international match at 
Belfast Wednesday.
The match, originally billed as 
a world cup playoff, lost its offi­
cial status when the neutral Hun­
garian referees, required for a 
cup contest, were grounded in 
London.The 40,000 spectators, in­
formed five minutes before kick­
off that they were witnessing an 
exhibition, or “ friendly”, match, 
greeted the announcement wito 
an unfriendly outburst of booing.
During the match, the specta­
tors pelted the field with stones, 
orange peel and apple cores and 
the players roughed each other 
with Increasing ylgoi'. A mob in 
vaded the pitch after the final 
whistle to attack the Italians. 
IRISH CHARGING
The violence was touched off by 
a familiar sore spot in interna­
tional soccer relations, the dis 
crepancy between British and 
continental regulations on oharg 
ing the goalkeeper. The visitors, 
had Insisted on continental' ref­
ereeing to ensure enforcement of 
a ban on such charging, which is 
legal In Britain and Northern 
Ireland,
Repeated charges by the Irish 
players, unpenallzed by the Irish 
referee, brought Increasingly vio­
lent reactions from the visitors 
who began jostling the official In 
their gestures of protest.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The last-placed teams in both 
divisions of the Western Hockey 
League came to life Wednesday 
night and showed they haven’t re­
tired from the race yet. -  
In the Coast division, Victoria 
Cougars registered their third 
win in a row with a 6-3 victory 
over New Westminster Royals, 
the division leaders. It narrowed 
the Royals’ lead over Victoria to 
a 'still formidable 7Vi games.
On the Prairies, Saskatoon-St. 
Paul Regals scored an upset 4-1 
win over second-place Edmonton 
Flyers. The game took the Re­
gals out of last spot in their divi­
sion and put them half a game 
ahead of Calgary Stampeders, 
who beat-them  ’Tuesday night. 
The leading Winnipeg Warriors 
have a 5% game edge over the 
Stampeders.
BALIUK GETS TWO
In Victoria, newcomer Stan 
Baliuk led the scoring with two 
goals for the Cougars, who have 
scored 16 goals in their last three 
games.
Veteran Eddie Dorohoy, with a 
goal and two assists, moved to 
within a point of Royal’s Gordie 
Fashoway in the individual scor­
ing race. Fashoway held his lead 
by scoring New Westminster’s 
last goal.
In Edmonton Lucien Duchene, 
all-star goalie last year in the 
WHL, blocked 46 shots for the 
Regals. Reg Primeau, a rookie 
from the Saskatchewan Junior 
League, scored twice and assisted 
once while Vic Lynn and Les Col- 
will scored one each for the Re­
gals. Chuck Holmes picked up 
Edmonton’s lone goal.
Forward Bob Chorley of the 
Regals suffered a broken ankle 
in the second period when he 
went into the boards with Edmon­
ton rookie defenceman Jack Hen­
drickson.
The Regals wUl play Winnipeg 
Warriors at Winnipeg in the only 
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All-Star Game W ill 
Be Televised Sat.
VANCOUVER <CP)-Tho can 
9dian BroadcAsUng Corporation 
said Wednesday the Elast-West 
All-Star Shrine Football game 
will be broadcast live from Mon 
trenl Saturday over its Vancou 
vcr television station CBUT on 
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Mrs. Ahnle Alston's rink Is 
leading the women’s curling 
draw, with only one defeat to 
tliolr record so far, and runner- 
up Is Mrs; Owen Donnelly, with 
two defeats In n row breaking 
her previously undofeatod record. 
Here arc tho results of the 
last two nights:
Saturday, Nov. 30 
Alston , def; Donnelly,
Rclgh def. Bancroft.
Smith def■ Johnston. V 
Gumming def, Stevenson, 
Wednesday, Deo. 4 
DeHart def. Alston.
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The Natural Way to
HEAR BETTER
EAR-AID— A  sdentitic device to overcome hearing 
difficulties arising from background noises or closure 
of auditory canal, which is an infrequent cause of deaf­
ness. Designed to deaden background sounds and to 
concentrate direct sounds more readily into ear canal.
EAR-AID may be especially helpful to those who arc 







.  .  .  ready 
to wear . . .  
only
$ 1 9 .5 0
rOTAL PRICE
NO BATTERIES ^  
NO CORDS 
NO EAR BUTTONS 
NO TUBES 
NOT.ELECTRICAL  
FIRST COST ONLY 
COST
WILL NOT WEAR 
OUT
Free Demonstration —  Ask for Mr. Wardell at Clinic I 
December 10th at the Royal Anne Hotel
OR MAIL COUPON
NAME .................................... ............................. .
ADDRESS ..... ...................................................... .
CITY ..............................-r.....................PROV.
S-ll-30
W estern Hearing Aid Centres Ltd.
Room  113 —  Vancouver Block, 736 Granville
Pimlico Cancels 
For First Time
BALTIMORE (AP) A snow­
storm forced Pimlico to call off 
Its racing for Wednesday and to­
day.
It was the first time anyone 
around tho 87 - year - old track 
could remember that weather had 
forced a cancellation. The Mary­
land racing commission gave the 
track an extra day Dec, 16.
WEDNESDAY'S STARS
Jacques Plante of Montreal 
Canadiens, who made 27 slops— 
some of them brlUlant—to gain 
his third shutout in a scorclesfi 
tie with Toronto Maple l.eats.
Glen Hall, Chicago Black 
llawk,s* goalmindcr, wlio held 
New York Rangers acovciesa In a 
2-0 game, racking up 




For ICE CONTROL, 
SEAL COATING, or 
COMMERCIAL SPREADING 
Tall Gate and Rotary Types
A T I O N A L
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T A G  O N TO  T H £ S £  
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F i l l  IN YOUR NAME ON REVERSE SIDE AND MAIL l O P A ^ l j
RETURN TAQS FROM ALL SELECT BRAND XMAS SMOKED MEATS 
CONTEST CLOSES MIDNIQHT, SATURDAY, lANDARY 41b, 1958 
D R A W I N O  ON CHCT-T.V. ON FAIDAY, JANUARY 19lh, m
|1Wtn̂ titbiuiilu).
It’s ensy to make delicious 
festtvo ttoats with this rl^h, 
spicy mincemeat. Juiciest 
. applM, plump raisins, 
tart peel ^m atured  
and aged to perfection,
M IN G E M E R I
fiw a
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Tough Grind Of Columnist 
Eased By Bushels Of Help
By GEORGE IN G U S  
(Courier Sports Editor)
Ik
, Digging up a column per day, six days per week, is a tough 
grind, one which turns virile young columnists into avaricious 
types, who .will seize lustfully on any little morsel that provides 
grist for their daily mill.
When given a whole bushel of wheat, such as he found 
on the editorial page yesterday, the columnist must be forgiven 
if he slavers as he grinds it to exceeding fine flour.
‘’The Russians have demonstrated that their wins in 
world hockey competitions were no flukes,” were the first few 
kernels. The basis for the statement is the fact that an all-star 
hockey club from the Russians vast hockey system have come 
to Canada at the kind invitation of the CAHA, and beaten the 
pants off some hockey clubs who have been getting the pants 
beaten off them so regularly they have taken to wearing two 
pairs to avoid embarrassment. You don't think so? Look at 
the record.
The Sudbury Wolves were the first victims of the select 
‘'Selects" by a score of 7-4. The Wolves? Surely you remember 
them. They are the club who dubbed around the now-amal­
gamated NOMA for years until they were revived, awakened, 
and hammered into action by a whirl-wind promoter named 
Max Silverman.
Even then, their insurrection only lasted as long as it 
took them to run up against three Warwicks and the Penticton 
Vecs. Now, sagging back in their Silvermanless existence, they 
arc even further in the basement of the OHA-NOHA league 
than the Vees arc in the OSHL, 18 points in arrears. Surely no 
one would plan on having the Peach City spoilers of this year 
rcprc.scnt Canada against the Russians?
Then there arc the North Bay Trappers, who are stomping 
around in the same league, three points ahead of the same 
Wolves. In 20 starts, they have won seven and lost 13, giving 
them a hair over a 50% average, which doesn't ring too well 
in our books. They arc the kind of club that should be looking 
around for re-inforcements, not representing themselves as 
typical examples of senior “A” hockey, any more than some 
writers should hang out their shingle as sports writers.
The third victim of the steak-eating Russkis were the King­
ston CKLC's, who are so deep in the cellar of their league, 
the eastern division of the OHA, that they never even bothered 
to put their points in the last standings carried by Canadian 
Press. Of course, they were bolstered by eight players for the 
game, but a limp rag strengthened by wet paper towels is still 
only a limp rag.
Even the Windsor Bull Dogs, who tied 5-5 with the Rus­
sians, are only a not-impressive third, 11 points behind the 
leaders of the OHA-NOHA league, where the CAHA drew 
the victims for the biggest bit of free, propaganda the Russians 
have been handed since the revolution.
CRYSTAL BALL HAZY
We grind along: “ . . . .  but it is now evident that Russian 
hockey standards are equal to our own. Perhaps, indeed, they 
even surpass our own.”
From these terse statements one point becomes obvious. 
The budget of the editorial writers is much greater than our 
own, since it runs to crystal balls. We have to dodder along on 
fact, and nowhere have we seen anything that will give any 
indication of comparative standards, Russians or otherwise.
What we have seen is a hockey club admittedly raised 
from an all-star selection of all the player^ in a vast chain, 
playing a number of mediocre opposing teams who cannot even 
raise a smell in their own league, and playing a set of rules 
which are not those of the country in which the game originated. 
If this is a standard of anything, it is a standard of jh/pW/ry.
If the CAHA, or any of its defenders in this ignoble in­
stance, think for one moment that what they are doing is playing 
a game in which there arc no chips down, they should have their 
beads read.
To the reds, everything is propaganda. It is their life blood, 
the vital thread of their existence, the thin wall that separates 
them from annihiliation by revelation. They must, at all costs, 
prove the sujpcriority of their system, no matter what the means 
to the end.
They took a stiff poke in the eye that day in the outdoor 
arena at Dusscldorf when a bunch of Western barbarians named 
the Penticton Vecs humbled them before the eyes of the world. 
Little did it console them that the game they were playing had 
originated in the home of the victors. They sought revenge.
It wasn’t sufficient to beat the Dutchies last year, and re­
capture the world championship, they must do more. And with 
the gracious co-operation of the organized body dedicated t() 
upholding the best interests of the Canadian sport, they are.
There s where the hurt lies. Not content tO bring theni over 
to Canada and fete them liberally, our p.sucdo-protcctors have 
matched them against a bunch of under-par clubs, and added 
insult to injury by playing them under a set of rules alien to our 
national sport.
The sum and total of all this bumbling? The Russians will 
go back to Moscow with a million dollars worth of free propa­
ganda, which they may even turn against us some day. Some 
of this free publicity will doubtless be obtained by clipping edi­
torials such as the one we arc quoting from.
It’s a straight case of being sold down the river, we say, and 
we arrive at this conclu.sion from facts, without aid from a erv 
stal ball. ^
It's a black eye that may never heal.
DRUBBING, INDEED
, We arc grinding through rougher kernels now: " . . .  
given us a figurative drubbing . . . .  the Russians met represen­
tative senior teams . . .  . good as we arc in the hockey world.”
In whole or in part, these last few kernels choke us slightly. 
As we have pointed out, the only time our teams were beaten 
were when the Russians played cellar clubs, under the rules 
they have practiced under and which arc completely foreign to 
our game. °
fhcrc are two exceptions to this, of course, they did play
■ I ' * * ' l l ' p  Uttawa-Hull Canadians, and they also played 
the Cl'CI' No-Stars,' wlioni they beat 15-0 in two periods.
, Asaiust the Whitby Dunlops, the Allan Cup defending 
champions, they lost 7-2, and against the K-W Dutchmen, last 
jear.s unsuccessful seekers alter the w orld  chumpionshin. thev
Baseball's Bonus Babies 
To Be Thing of The Past
By FBANK PITMAN
COLORADO SPRINGS. Colo. minor league executives.
(AP)-Sweeping changes in base-!
ball law were up for decision ™ ® unrestricted draft
late today at a closed meeting of players reserved by minor league General manager Frank Lane
HOCKEY SCORES
OILERS PLAY SATURDAY
The B.A. Oilers, B.C. interior 
defending champs, will play the 
Trail All-Stars in exhibition 
basketball Saturday night in the 
high school gym, at 9. The 
Oilers, hot on the trail of the 
provincial championship this
year, are planning as many ex­
hibition matches as possible. 
Above, guard Bud Englesby 
goes up in the air after the ball 
in the exhibition game against 
Twisp, Washington club.
(Courier Staff Photo)
By The Canadian Press 
NATIONAL LEAGUE .
Montreal 0, Toronto 0 
Chicago 2. New York 0
QUEBEC LEAGUE 
Montreal 1, Trois-Rivicrcs 4 
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE 
Cincinnati 6, Indianapolis 1 
ONTARIO SENIOR A 
Kingston 3, Pembroke 4 
OHA • NOMA 
Windsor 1, Sudbury 2 
PORCUPINE MINES SENIOR 
South Porcupine 2, Timmins 5 .
ONTARIO JUNIOR A 
St. Michael’s 6, Marlboros 2 
MANITOBA JUNIOR 
Winnipeg Monarchs 7 
St. Boniface 2
SASKATCHEWAN JUNIOR 




New Westminstscr 3, Victoria 6
NHL STANDINGS
P W L T F APt, 
Montreal 22 14 4 4 g3 44 32
New York 25 12 9 4 61 58 28
Boston 23 10 11 2 61 62 22
Toronto 24 8 11 5 63 65 21
Chicago 24 8 12 4 44 61 20
Detroit 23 7 11 5 44 66 19
COAST DIVISION (WHL)
W L T F A Pts 
New West. 14 11 0 85 75 28
Vancouver 13 7 1 68 47 27
Seattle 11 10 2 68 69 24
Victoria 6 16 1 65 94 13
PRAIRIE DIVISION (WHL) 
Winnipeg 14 8 0 63 54 28
Edmonton 12 8 1 74 46 25
Sask.-
St. Paul 9 13 0 59 76’ 18
Calgary 8 14 1 56 77 17
while major league officials at 
the annual baseball convention 
bargained over player trades.
The bonus rule, in effect since 
1950, is expected to be scrapped.
This rule provides that any 
youngster who rcceivc.s more 
than S4.000 for sighing his first 
pro contract must remain for two 
years on the roster of the major 
league club which signs him. 
BLOCKS OLDER PLAYERS 
Major league players claim
ciuus of AA classification 
iiighcr after four years service
«nd of the Indians was still shopping
in organized baseball. The samc^^J, 
unrestricted drafting would apply, bly Bobby Richardson of the
players with three years ser­
vice on Class .\ league rosters 
and after two years on Class B 
and Class C rosters.
Selection prices proposed are 
$25,000 if drafted by a major 
club. SlS.OOo Dy an oi>cn class 
Pacific Coast League club, $12,- 
000 by an AAA club., $7,500 by an 
AA club, $4,000 by an A club, 
$2,500 by a B club and $1,000 by 
a class C club.
that .such untested youngsters arc | TRADING PACE QUICKENS 
blocking sca.soncd players from I The tempo of trading by the 
major league payrolls. Most, major executives stepped up 
clubs also are said to oppose the (Wednesday when Chicago White 
rulp. with New York Yankees the Sox completed their second deal 
chief dissOnters. ;in 24 hours.
A proposal for unrestricted | it sent outfielder Minnie Min- 
draft of fqur-year players in pro loso and utility infielder Fred 
baseball was reported due for cp- Hatfield to Cleveland Indians for
Yankees.
Lane also has approached 
Washington on a deal which 
would send shortstop Larry 
Raines, pitcher Hank Aguirre and 
first baseman Joe Altobelli to 
Washington for Infielder Pete 
Runnels and lefthanded pitcher 
Bob Wicslcr.
Lcfthandcd pitcher Bill Wight 
was sold by Baltimore Orioles to 
Cincinnati Reds for a reixirtcd 
$15,000. Mnager Birdie Tebbetts 
said Reds plan to use him In 
relief.
m m m m m
proval at the session.
If adopted, the rule would per­
mit unrestricted selection of all
pitcher Early Wynn and out­
fielder A1 Smith.
g  IF SHE SKATES |  
I  OR SKIS I
I  TREADGOLDS |
i  HAVE GIFTS M  
THAT PLEASE ^
BOBBY RICHARDSON 
. . .  sought by Indians
B r o w n s  R ig h t  
B la s ts  L o p e s
By JERRY LISKA
CHICAGO (AP) — Lightweight
champion Joe Brown, fresh from 
blasting aside a game but over­
matched Joey Lopes, today was 
poised for a pc5ssible February 
title defence against Ralph Dupas 
at Houston, Tex.
Brown Wednesday night scored 
an llth-round technical knockout 
over Lopes. On points, Lopes was 
still very , much in the Chicago 
Stadium fight until the champion 
lowered the boom in 1:50 of the 
11th round—but in reality Brown 
toyed with the 4-1 underdog vir­
tually from the start.
, Brown fought a retreating fight 
in the early rounds, but scarcely 
used a right hand punch. In the 
seventh, the champion exploded 
a right to the chin which floored 
Lopes for a count of four.
The fight really was over right 
then. Lopes fought back gamely, 
but in the 10th round, the scrap­
per from Sacramento, California, 
wandered in a daze to Brown’s 
corner and sat bn the champion's 
stool.
In the 11th, Brown came out 
for the kill. A right shot to the 
jaw dumped Lopes, who took a 
tliree count. Lopes righted him­
self. only to run into another ex­
plosive right to the chin which 
dropped him again. Lopes 
struggled to his feet once more. 
Brown savagely belted him and 
referee Joey White flew between 
the two to signal a TKO and save 
Lopes from possible serious in­
jury.
Brown held the outcome in his 
right fist all the way. It was just 
a matter of when the champion 
decided to put but the lights for 
the busy, pursuing Lopes.
Lopes was bleeding from cuts 
around both eyes and around the 
mouth. He shot his Sunday 
nunche.s at Brown time and-again, 
but they didn’t hurt the champion. 
Brown’s manager, Lou Vlscusl, 
said the champion was consider­
ing an offer for n Houston match 
against Dunns. Kenny Lane or 
Italy’s Duilio Lol.
That covers the top three light­
weight contenders, but although 
Viscusi was cagey about the
whole thing, all signs pointed to­
ward a Brown-Dupas match at 
Houston in February.
Brown didn’t get rich by his 
conquest of Lopes. A crowd of 
4,194 paid $9,601. Fortunately, a 
$20,000 TV plum fattened the 
purses of both fighters. Brown 
wound up with $15,840 and Lopes 
collected $9,920.
Russ Snap Up 
Presley Disks 
And New Duds
KINGSTON. Ont. (CP) — The 
touring Russian hockey team 
spent a day bn the town here 
Wednesday, snapping up Elvis 
Presley records and haberdash­
ery in their first shopping spree 
on Canadian soil.
The Moscow Selects, who wind 
up their eight-game exhibition 
tour against Ottawa-Hull Cana­
dians in Ottawa Friday, were 
given $100 - a - player ‘‘spending 
nioney” by the sponsoring Cana­
dian Amateur Hockey Associa­
tion.
They took immediate advant­
age of a cancelled morning prac­
tice to investigate stores and 
stock up on a variety of Canadian 
drygoods.
Two members of the team vis­
ited a record shop in search of 
rock and roll music. They bought 
two albums of Elvis PrrfSley, a 
couple of Bill Haley and one of 
drummer Gene Krupa, the store 
manager said. , z 
Other players bought suits, top­
coats, ties, shirts, socks and 
sweaters. One athlete was report- 
cd to have bought three suits.






A gift for ^  
her alone ^  
to use. ss
‘This year shop carefully 
Shop confidently at
& Dyck's Drugs |
Iin Kelowna Dial 3333 for Delivery
m m m m
Wc can make those travel dollars stretch farther ‘ 
. . .  get you the most from your vacation abroad. 
Good hotels, restaurants, roads. . .  out-of-the- 
way wonders and money-saving shortcuts . . .  all 
arc part of Canadian Pacific service at no extra 
charge. Of course, we’ll make reservations and 
take care of tickets, too.








3 - 5  p.m.
SKATE SHARPENING
m






The la.si two clubs, , . , representative of the senior "A”
*** the tiountry, ns arc any top pInccVlubs In liny senior 
A league. The test arc the also-rans and the never-waks. 
Ihcy abound in every trade, profession and sport in this or any 
country, To say they arc ''representative" is us sensible as to 
say that every crank who writes a letter to the editor i.s repre- 
scnlnlivc of the public, or to say that every two-bit journalist 
who hannners out his daily grind is rcpre.scntativc of the calibre 
oi the members of the fourlli estate,
I .1 '̂ ‘̂ iw^hlativc in the whole bit of mummery
is the LK't that It Is a typical act of bumbling stupidity wc have 
come to assi^K'iaie -with the authors of same, the CAHA
Welt, it made wondcthil griiuliiig, hut it wouldn't'make 
goiKl t)rcad.
% -llifise simple POTO SCOMES-tamoirow |
8(fl (OMlhtr Into bowl 










I w*U-b«oun «afl 
' I Cl cold moihcd pofolocs 
Blend Will with a (orki then 
blondyin 
WV. mini
Make o woll In dry Ingrcdlcnti 
and Odd pololo mlHlurt.
MIh flohlly wifh lotk, adding 
milk if nccfiiary lo moko o 
•pfi dowgti. Kpood lor fo  
iKotidi oa a llghtly-flovrod 
board.
thick round. Mark oath circle 
Into quarten wllh the bock of 
o knife. Place on greeted 
cookie iheel. If detired, bruih 
I'onei with milk and sprinkle 
with ivgar.
Boko m hot oven, 425*, IB lo 
20 mlnul««.
Yield) 12 iconei (3 roundt).
You 0*1 Hohlor, moro 
dellcloui bakocl jgoodi 
becaute Magic'* tleady, 
«ven riling action bring* 
out pH the bail 






C o s h  te s t t h a n  
U  p e r  a s v r a g e  Im k lu g




There's competition when more 
than 10,000 men representing more 
flian 300 companies match their 
skills in  the search for new oil fields. 
Result: more Canadian oil for 
Canadian consumers.
Ther&'s competition when Cana.da's 
more than 30,000 service station 
operators vie for your business. Result: 
prices held down, and better service.
There’s competition when the skilled 
workers in  each of Canada's 42 oil 
refineries must strlire night and day to 
improve the cpiality of their pPoduots. 
Result: today’s low-cost, better gasolines.
Competition calls the tune in every 
phase of the oil business~ln 
exploration, rejdnlng and sales. Result: 
benefits to you as the consumer.






December 15 Set For Annual Yu!e
Party For Westbank Children
WESTBAKK—Lakcvlew Hc'ghts'lhe LaHevicw district wis ri'-fficd 
A'omcu’s iMlitute. at their regu- and was won by !.!rs. 11. VV. Zd- 
meeting R loi^y evening scth„.fc Wcst'jank.
December 15 as the date for their .i. *
annual Christmas party for all meeting w^s the first to.
chU drenofthenrea.A slastyear. be presided over by the new; 
rather than have a Santa Claus executive, which condsts of presi-j 
for the childicn. the group voted dent Mrs. George Stevenson, vice*j 
to use th^ir fuiKls to supply a president, Mrs, R. Sherwin; sec-, 
grocery hamper for a needy fam-’retary, Mrs. M. Greenwood:! 
Uy, i treasurer, Mrs, R. Sandberg, ant.
*016 meeting heard a report of*director Mrs. G. Gray.
the successful bazaar, plant and 
bake sale held last Friday in the 
Kelowna Elks Hall, conveners of 
which were Mrs. Jim Fenton and 
Mrs. E. Lower. At the bazaar a 
painting by Mrs. Enid Peers of
Following the business meeting.' 
tea was served the 21 members 
In attendance by hostesses Mrs. 
S. Thornber. Mrs. Johp Cameron, 
Mrs. Jock Davidson and Mrs. J. 
Young.
Small B.C. Town No Limit To Activities 
Carried On By This Busy Woman
CALGARY (CP) — Mrs. Philip and friends during the course ofi 
Douglas, director of puVicity for! her travels. In October, when she
the Federated Women's Institutes |, ^  , fcrcnce of the Federated Wls in
of Canada, IS virtually a w a l k i n g . g j j p  asked by letter
encyclopedia. She must be pre- by Lady Coomarafwamy of Ccy- 
pared to answer questions and lion to call on b t  daughter, Mrs. 
handle an infinite variety of re- Yogosandevam. wife of the Ccy- 
quests from people in 31 coun- Ion charge d’affaires, 
tries of the world. Besides the demands around
Besides looking after her ow’n her home^ where she and her
EaZ,.'.
Mrs. i .  II. PANTONM ARY HOWARTH'S M AIL
Middle-Aged Woman Shocked When! P^A Family Night
Truth Seen Through Ten-Year-Old Bazaar Set
For Saturday EveDEAR MARY HAWORTH: I What would you suggest as a don't see how 1 could live to bet method of improvement? Thank 
42 years old and not know I had you so much. Sincerely your.s. 
on abrupt, cross Way of speaking. A.B.
But last week my 10-year-old sijgcERE QUESTION?
home at Whaletown, B.C., 100 
miles north of Vancouver, Mrs. 
Douglas is kept busy exchanging 
information and acquainting WI 
groups in Canada and the Asso­
ciated Countrywomen of the 
world with undertakings and ac­
complishments of common inter­
est.
Her tasks arc widespread. A 
request from South Africa for in­
stance sent her searching for a 
letter from a man in England 
who planned to come to Canada. 
His daughter asked her to make 
contacts which might get him 
located in this country.
Mrs. Douglas is often called
twins were playing house and, in 
listening to them, I suddenly 
realized that Jeannie (who was 
playing “mommy") was just like 
mo. It was a shock.
Then 1 remembered having 
noticed closed looks from my 
husband, affer some remark of 
mine: and, also, withdrawn ex­
pressions from women friends 
with whom I play cards.
So I need a personality re-do. 
Please help me. I havo been try­
ing to speak more slowly: and 
trying to think twice before 




I am a hard working woman 
and want things done right — a 
perfectionist. But I know now 
that my family would rather have 
a relaxed lazy home and a pleas­
ant mother. They remember my 
crossness and not the quantities 
of work I do.
We have a neighbor whose chil­
dren seem (to me) to be neglect­
ed. But Mrs. X always smiles 
and really is a happy person to 
be with. I don’t thiMc that I am 
the kind of persori^I like either— 
I mean my mannerisms. So, al­
though 1 have lots of friends, I 
am sure they’d like me better if 
I didn’t snap and talk nervously.
Home Baking W ill 
Be Featured A t 
Sale On Sat.
Home baking and a variety of 
items suitable for Christmas giv­
ing will be featured at a sale 
Saturday morning sponsored by 
Kelowna Sorotimists.
Ticket will be drawn on a beau­
tiful doll complete with trousseau, 
a present to warm the heart of 
any little girl Christmas morning.
Sale will commence 10 a.m. 
Saturday morning at E., Wintr’s 
plumbing establishment on Ber­
nard Avenue.
Proceeds will go towards vari 




A sale of home-baking, fancy- 
work and novelties sch^uled to 
be held in the TJnited Church HaU, 
Saturday, December 7, starting 
at 2:30, will include afternoon 
tea.
Sponsored by the Salvation Ar­
my Home League, a sisterhood 
whose members are connected 
with all churches in the district, 
this sale is on annual event, pro­
ceeds from which are used for 
the Lord’s work. At present the 
Sisterhood is sending money to a 
Capt. Taylor In Rhodesia, which 
she is using in connection .with 
her work there. ,'
Members of the Sisterhood meet 
each Tuesdaj afternexSn for a 
devotional period, followed by a 
chat over afternoon tea, and pro­
jects for the annual sale. Main 
idea, however, is to give, the wo­
men a break, and to see what 
can bo done toward helping some­
one else.
OR IS IT LOADED?
DEAR A.B.: Is this indeed a 
sincere question? Or is it loaded?
in the sense of being aimed at 
somebody you know? Taking into 
account the natural deviousness 
of womankind, it might be a shaft 
aimed at an associate—someone 
whom you think needs to be jolt­
ed into self-awareness; and into 
a stocktaking; and into a chas­
tened resolution to be less cock­
sure, in flattening out other 
people.
This possibility is suggested by 
the thought that a woman as per­
ceptive, as objective, as suscep­
tible to correction as you seem 
to be—in catching a hint from 
your children’s play—would hard­
ly ^  a roughshod, insensitive in­
dividual in her every day be­
havior.
However, assuming that you 
are at fault, it seems that you’ve 
already furnished the clues as to 
why. As a hard-working woman, 
with a perfectionist bias, you’d 
be accumulating more and more 
of a load of tension, as time goes 
by. And driving tension is the 
principal saboteur of feminine 
charm and grace of manner. 
SOCIAL STRIVING 
DESTROYS PEACE 
Tension related to “doing" for 
others, and trying to pressure 
them into conforming with your 
blueprints for ideal performance 
(as individuals, or as a group) 
leads to jerky boss abruptness in 
social traffic.
It leads to the hard or impa­
tient “don’t interrupt me" tone; 
and to the "don’t waste my time” 
attitudh of knowing best; an im 
periousness that tends to sneak 
up on the busy professional wom­
an, the successful careerist, and 
the conscientious clubwomen who 
keeps too many irons in the fire 
—as well as the perfectionist 
hou.sewife and mother.
And this head of steam can’t 
be reduced simply by trying to 
remember to speak more slowly. 
Or by trying to remember to act 
more considerately. Instead, 
you’ve got to get down to basics, 
and change the whole philosophy 
and direction of your life, in order 
to enter the beam of serenity.
In general, worldly social striv­
ing is the deadly enemy of that 
peace and comnosure of spirit that 
mark the comfortable woman. As 
an antidote to such striving, you 
might read Evelyn Underhill’s 
lovely book “The Fruits of the 
Spirit" (Longmans, Green).
M.H.
Mrs. J. H. Panton is convening 
the Kelowna Elementary PTA 
B'ainily Night and Bazaar being 
held Monday in the senior high 
school auditorium.. Doors open at 
6.30.
Children will delight in dipping 
into the fish pondi buying candy 
balloons, icc cream or hot dogs 
at the various booths. The home- 
making, white elephant, handi­
craft and preserves stall will be 
laden with bargains, and to fin­
ish off the evening, Jean Vi 
pond’s School of Dancing will en­
tertain the patrons with a half- 
hour show.
Profits realized from this year’s 
bazaar will be used by the PTA 
to., further the education of some 
deserving Kelowna student in 
teacher-training.
husband operate a }40-acre holly 
farm, Mrs. Douglas docs free­
lance writing, turning out fea­
tures, profiles and nature stories.
She has published three books, 
including poetry and non-fiction, 
and now is working on a book 
dealing with people and places 
around the 27-family community 
of Whaletown, on Cortez Ireland 
Since 1953 when steamships 
stopped calling at Cortez Island, 
there has been no passenger 
service to the mainland or to 
Vancouver Island.
The mail is dispatched once a 
week but Mrs. Douglas relies on 
chartered airplanes when she




-----Peter Bates, 9, stood outside
the Warlingham Infants School 
with a bouquet in his hand, hop' 
ing to catch the eye of Quec 
Mother Elizabeth.
The royal car sped right by t 
W'arlingham Park Hospital who 
the Queen Mother had an cr 
gagement to open a social ccr 
trc.
But as Peter trudged sad!; 
back into the schoolhouse clutch 
ing his flower, the royal car re­
turned. It picked up Peter, his 
bouquet and his teacher, and 
took them to the hospital.
As she accepted Peter’s offer­
ing the Queen Mother said:
“I’m sorry.''! did not see you 
until the car .had passed.
HITHER AND YON
RETURNS HOME . . . Vernon 
Taylor, who has been visiting his 
sister and friends in Dccpdale. 
Man., and Fielding, Sask., tor 
several weeks, rctiumed home 
last week.
upon to look up family members has to meet a deadline.




WESTBANK — The Catholic 
Women’s League here held a suc­
cessful bazaar and tea at which 
three prizes were drawn for. The 
first prize, an oil painting donated 
by Mrs. Mary Mackay, was won 
by G. Hardwicke of Kelowna. The 
second, a grocery hamper, went 
to Mrs. P. Brownlee of Kelowna, 
while winner of the third prize 
was Linda Fenton, who received 
a Christmas cake.
THE SALVATION ARMY HOME 
LEAGUE DISPLAY
Will hold its annual sale in the 
UNITED CHURCH HALL 
Bernard Ave.
2:30 p.m. December 7
Fancy work, novelties, home 
cooking
Afternoon tea will be served
Come and bring a friend
. . 84
M any Novel Ideas For 
Christmas A t Sat. Sale
Special attractions to, be fea 
tured nt the third annual Christ­
mas bake salo of the Junior Hos­
pital Auxiliary will Include Christ­
mas cakes, puddings, shortbreads 
nnd mincemeat—all .attractively 
packaged for holiday giving.
An' innovation this year will be 
the Chrl.stmns tablc-ccntrp deco­
rations—a committee convened 
by Miss, Helen Renttlo. Sales con­
venor for the event is Mrs. Lome 
Watson.
Also for sale will be handicrafis, 
aprons, knitted goods ntid a var­
iety of articles designed to appeal 
to the gift shopiHir, Proceeds lirom 
tho sale, which will oi>cn nti>.m. Satuixiay, at 0. L. Jones 
fHirnlture store, will help to fin 
nnce the next big project of the 
auxiliary—tho provision df mod­
ern equipment for the maternity 
•Wing nt the hospital.
Program O f Interest 
To CARS Patients
‘•f^cver Surrender," a film com 
plcteo early this year by CARS, 
wilt bo tolcvlsed Friday, at 7.30 
p.m.
Costing meitr than 86,000, 
,waa t«*o yearn tn the making, and 
«xcepi fw lead pairbi, all thc«« 
in the hctuallty, Ulm. are volun-
tefra. -i ' '
valley-wide telecast will be 
Intel cstini; „|o everyone—and cs- 
' |u*«iauy to afflicted with 
sonW torh) df Theuinatlo disease, 







tB M C H
. Southern California’s 
^mrite Resort City
^  ‘.-.s • •
Enjoy a warm winter vacation 
among friends at VENETIAN 
SQUARE — Long Beach head-, 
quarters for visitors from Can­
ada! Everything here for your 
pleasure — heated pool — mod* 
ern Coffeq Shop — entertain­
ment in colorful Lanai*, Fish, play 
golf, take boat trips or motor to 
nearby Disneyland, Marineland, 
Hollywood and other points of 
interest.
Weekly Rates (2 to 4 persons) 
BUNGALOWS $20 to $30 
APARTMENTS $27.50 to $37.50 
Write Now for Reservations 
and Free Illustrated Folder
V E N E T I A N  S Q U A R E
West Ocean Blvd, at Golden 
Ave,, long Beach 2. Catifornio
L
W . R. TRENCH 
LTD.
if gift-giving is
a matter of pride 
with y o u . . .  give
W H I T E  D O T  
S N O R K E L  P E N
FERRY SERVICE REDUCED
REVb-.ST\)KK (CPi -  ro  
ductinn in the ferry scnlcc be­
tween Arrowhead and Nakusp, 
commencing Dec. 1, was announ­
ced by the department of high­
ways. Th ferry will run on Mon­
days, WcHinesdays and lYidays 
instead of dally’, making two trips 
a day between Galena Bay and 
Arowheud.
HkaB i d f / s e w e  




W estbankers Are 
Home From V is it
WESTBANK -  Mr. and Mrs 
Wm. Boyle and baby son of Seat­
tle were weekend guests at the 
home of Mrs. Boyle’s parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. K. Hoffman and 
family returned last week from 
a holiday in the Vermillion area 
of Alberta.
Home from a visit to Saskatch­
ewan are Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Fer­
guson, Canyon Road.
Dr. and Mrs. P. Huitema and 
family will visit Vancouver for 









People everywhere know that Sheaffer^s 
White Dot is the finest! You give more writing 
pleasure, more convenience. . .  more 
enduring quality to be remembered by. 
Come in now and let us help you to select 
the model and personalized point style 
for the person you have in mind!
Xfc ■
Modern, clean filling.
Nothing to take apart or 
dism antle.
See the Complete Line of Sheaffer Pens from 3.95 up




DIAL 3 |3 1  (Multiple Phones)
Maple Leaf English Brawn 
In sealed m o u ld ......................... each
World’s Finest Maple Leal Side Bacon
1 lb. picture pack .................. ............................. ..........
Maple Leaf Weiners
a t ..................... ;.......................................................... lb.
Maple Leaf Bologna
Piece ............ ............... ................. ........... ................ — lb.
Fresh Made Beef Sausage
a t .................................................................................   lb.
Sirloin, T -B one Steaks
Grade "A’’ ..............     lb.
Extra Special
Loin Pork C hops........................................................  lb.




1598 P E N D O Z I  S T . PHONE 2359




EVERY WEEK WE ARE FEATURING SPECIALS T O  SAVE YOU MONEY  
ON YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 
FROM THE MEN'S DEPT.
Tony Day’s V-Ncck Pullovers— Specia l................ 6.90
Broken Lines of Men’s Sport Shirts— Special .... 3.95
Bluestone, Brill, etc. Shirts............... ...............4.95, 5.95
. Men’s JacRcts—f e c i a l  .................. . 6.95 and 10.95
Men’s Jacitets— Fully lined. S pecw l.... 6 .95 and 10.95
CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
lust arrived ‘Her’*a large selection of “Caldwell” Towels and Towel Sets. Give 
a golden thread Product by Caldwell.
FACE CLOTHS to match, yellow, mint,
pink and blue, a t .......— ..................  29c
FINGERTIP TOWELS, at .................. 39o
BATH TOWELS with a wide stripe design,
at . . . . .....................— ..................1.15 ea.
FACE CLOTHS, at ....................- 20c
DISH TOWELS, in terry cloth “Lint free," 
and really absorbent, red, yellow, blue and 








TOWEL SETS in scenery designs, plains 
and checkered, at — . . . . .  1.49, 2.95 to 3.49 
' PLAIN BATH TOWELS with checkered
border, at .......... ...........................L49 ea.
GUEST TOWEL, at ..................... 75c ea.
FACE CLOTHS ,to match, assorted colors,
at ________ _____________________ 25c
i PLAIN BATH with metallic thread design
, border, at ............................................1-95
1 Luxury Quality Embroidered Pillow Cases— with eyelet 
embroidered wide border, pink, blue, white and yellow 
....... .......................................... ..........  2.98at, p a ir ...... ................ ....................... . ......... :.....
Combed Percale Pillow Cases with Lurex
trim aCpair .................. ...... ............ ..................
Wabasso Sheets in all sizes and Pillowsips to Match.
SATIN CUSHION TOPS with your choice WONDER FOAM BATH MAT SETS, blue^
of designs and color, a t .......... . 1.95 yellow and green,
R
4.25
at -__ -— ^ 3.95
Pre-Christmas Sale of Ayers A ll Wool Blankets
and Comforters
Satin Binding, pastel shades. 
Regular 17.50.
Christmas special ..............- It.OO |
Regular $14.50.
Christmas specla'l ............... 11.60
AYERS ALL WOOL PLAID CAR 
RUGS. Special . .  9.20, 7.16, 14.95
COMFORTERS, assorted colors. 
Special .................... ..............3.95
SHOWER SET, special . . . . . .  1.95
PLASTIC DRAPES, polr . . . .  95o
Clearance of Doilies, Vanity Sets, 
etc., % price and less,
SARONO BRA
\ in •laitic and •mbroldtrnd 
nylon, with all •loUlo bacli, od|vili 
la  ovary mova you moka—parfect (or 
modarn, acllva living. Waihat and 
driai quickly ̂ naadi no Ironing,
Bandaau and longllna atylai.
SARONO GIRDLE
— Iha crlM<roM glrdla that iHau oi It Irlmi- 
ifoyt In ploca whaihar you alt, walk, band, 
or done*. In a nmiplala rang# of itylai >





Hosiery G ift Suggestions A t Fumerton's
Chatcloine Cnndio Gift Packagcr-Contains two pair A  "TA
Seamless Hose. Priced at ........................ ................. ••• -•-.......
WHISPER 60 GAUGE NYLONS, in pink, green, orchid,
brown. Per pair --------- ---------------—
ORIENT 60 GAUGE NYLONS in now shade of Rose
G fe w M ^ O o ffsT R ^ p V ^ N U W
CORtW e LL’i  m e r c e r  iioSE
PENMUINS WO()^^  ̂ NYl^N HOSErPer pair
f ir s t  q ua lity  n y lo n s , 51 gnuge—
Per pair .................... 69o or 3 pair for . . . .
. . . . . . .  1.50
!........ 1.50
. . . . . .  2.25 ,
.........2.00
,4 '
UAIIONO nilAB AND OIROLia
POR LAUTINO PRiUHNISU,
lobwatory fadl prava *ia f SofiMtad gannanllt 
A Ara'iata Itaai panpbaHan adara,
•  lia y  flawarAaib>4 a il lannar, 
a  fUM n Ikair dtadarliinn aN M  
/  tkravtli rtp aaM  watMota.
OOMINION CORftll COMPANY UMITfO
m F
GIFTS FOR THE CHILDREN 
In  Our Children's Department
Giftif lor the Children arc found Ip Fumerton’s Children’s Department:!
Wo sUll have a number of sale goods which 
would make lovely gifts 
BOYS BOAT SETS. GIRLS COA-T SETS, 
SNOW SUITS, BLOUSES, ROHFERS, 
BLANKETS AND OTHERS 
Prices and Sixes Vary
‘Just arrived arc nweet lUtlo n)l6n Infant 
(lr(i»80s. Sizes 6 months to 3 yenrs. Prices 
range from .................... t, . . . .  1,98 to 4.95
Also n now shipment of Baby 
blankets In pink, blub, yellow, green nnd 
white. Prices are
Esmond baby 
. 3.05, 4.49 and 4.05
REGENT KNIT SWEATERS for girls 10, 
12, 14 nnd 14x, AH wool pullovers nnd 
cardigans ....... .................... .— -— - 4,98
CORTICELLI SWEATERS In nycarnt Any 
»slzo from 2-l4x, Priced^ 
pullovers . . . . . .  3.08 cadignns. . . . . .  4.08
f
AVAILABLE IN  FULl-ON, PANTY. ZIPPER, AU-IN-ONE.
CONSUL! YOUR CORSIIICRE FOR YOUR PROPER HTONO. *rr«(ls Msah*
DEPARTAAENT STORE
W h e r e  C a s h  B e a l i  C r e d i t
ifitA
TOE DAILT COVSIEl. than.. Dee. 5. IKt
O) • \
I rv.vv/.̂  ■
V A L V E S
•.'i.
t ''/  JL i/ : >
/ : ^  'f / ^  ^
ix \








California, 12 oz. pkg........
Cranberries
16 oz. pkg...........................
POTATOES M alko Mac, Canada No. 1,
ORANGES
Sunkist Navel, 4 lb. cello bag
Cauliflower
Cello wrapped  each
29c .. 2 37c
33c !f"“* ^2»»35c
10 lbs 4 9 c
ALL PRICES EFFECTIVE ■ Friday, Saturday 
and Monday December 6th, 7th & 9th
STRAWBERRY JAM ___ 59c
CAKE MIX  
PIE CRUST M IX
Angel Food, Robin Hood, 15>^ oz. pkg.
Robin Hood, 18 oz. pkg.
Cello Bag - - - - -  -  -  - SULTANA RAISINS 46c
If ^ | - |Q P 5  GOLDEN RAISINS 33c
. . . . .  lb.Loin . . . . .
CHUCK RO AST  
SKINLESS SAUSAGE  
W IENERS
FISH and CHIPS Rupert Brand, 1 lb. pkg
((•wMmoceieHtieicKicietcwietcifHtKteieteieicwiveieiateKicicKiciKicicicwitteieiKiceiNiicicievwicv
For the Best Selection
Martin’s, 16 oz, pkg.
lb.
Devon, 1 lb. pkg.
CURRANTS 
GLACE CHERRIES  ̂31c 
GRAHAM WAFERS
Maple Leaf, 1 lb. cello




l Order Your 
C H R IS T M A S  










FREE One Pound Jewel Shortening 
with each 3 lb. tin
3 lb . tin
I Coconut —- Buttcrcrisp —  Peanut Brittle
51.09
ROVER 
DOG o r CAT 
FOOD
1 5  oz. tins
5 4 5 c
Johnson's
STRIDE WAX
. . . . 89c
RINSO Blue SURF
8c O ff Deal 7c O ff Deal































S t o r e s
It's Easy to place a Daily Courier W an t Ad -  Ph 2 8 0 2
Coming Events
NOTICE TO THE 600 lOLT SEA- 
SON Ticket Holders. “GasUghf 
ylayiflg for two nlshts <xily. Pidk 
up your tickets early at Long's 
&jper Drtigs. 85
Position W anted
FOR A RELIABLE BABY SIT­
TER, day or evening. Phone 6634.
84
Articles W anted
Cars And T ru c b  
For Sale
HOME BAKED CHRISTMAS 
Goodies. gUt wrapped; bandy 
crafts and Christmas table deco- 
rations are features of the Junior 
Hospital Auxiliary Christmas 
Bake Sale in O. L. Jones Furni­
ture Store, Saturday, December 
7 at 2:00 p.m. 85
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd, 250 Prior S t, Van­
couver, B.C, Phone PAcilic 6357.
M-TH-tf
O.K. SOCIAL CREDIT GROUP 
regular whist an^ cribbage card 
party, Friday, December 6, 8:00 
p.m. Women’s Institute Hall 
Everybody welcome. Refresh­
ments, dance included. Admission 
SOc. 84
Personal
MRS. j .  McDonald , c l e m e n t
Ave., got lucky number 80 in the 
draw for the baby quilt Present­
ed by Mrs. Hazel Whan for the 
"March of Dimes" at\ the Ben­
nett home last Monday evening.
84
"EARLY DAYS OF WINFIELD” 
on sale $1.31 including tax. Con­
tact Mrs. W. R. Pqwley, Mrs. T. 
D. Duggan, R.R. No. 1. Winfield 





Two styles in an attractive con 
sole with bench. Requires very 
little floor space. Blonde or Wal­
nut finish. SLANT NEEDLE, 
only $299.50
SEWING SUPPLY CENTRE 
425 Bernard Phone 2902
85
KEEP YOUR CHRISTMAS 
TREE GREEN
in 8 wrought iron stand. Gives a 
lifetime of service 
Exclusive Deigns
SHELLEY'S PET SUPPLY 
590 Bernard Phone 2000
79. 80. 82. 84. 86
A Chance o f a 
L ifetim e!
All Used Cars in Stock 
Must Be Moved Before 
the New Year
Every car has been faUy 
inspected and fully winterised.
Board And Room
THE GUEST HOUSE 
806 Bernard Ave. Phone 3941.
101
For Rent
THREE ROOM BASEMENT 
suite, with shower, light and 
water included, $30 month. For 
more particUars phone 7062.
89
DUPL*EX — TWO BEDROOMS, 
few minutes walk from Post 
Office. Available December 15. 
Apply Box 3226 Courier. 89
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH­
ED two room apartment. Private 
toilet and shower. Weekly or 
monthly. $45.00 month. 784 Elliott 




Two-tone rust and white. 
Very low mileage, A.C. 
heater and winter tires.
l y ............. $ 2 2 5 0
TWO ROOM SUITE IN BEL­
VEDERE, furnished or imfur- 
nished. Apply 564 Bernard Ave. 
or phone 2080. 88
WARM FURNISHED SLEEP- 
room, Bernard Lodge, 911 Ber­
nard, phone 2215. tf
YOU’LL T H R I L L !  YOU’LL 
chill! You'll enjoy "GasUght.” 
Tickets at Long Super Drugs.
85
GIRLS TWO WHEEL BICYCLE, 
age"5-7. good condition and good 
tires. Phone 3281, 2571 Richter.
84
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. .104
BEATTY WASHING MACHINE, 
used, in good running condition. 
Only $15, 1869 Water St. Phone 
6831. 851
Business Personal
IF YOU WANT THE BEST 
guaranteed TV Repair Service 
Call at Rex TV Repair Dept., 249 
^ m a rd  Ave. Phone 3405. tf
IF  YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A 
present, call and see what 
nave. C^ldren’s table and chairs 
in aU colors, and a lot of other 
useful articles. No charges to 
come and see. My prices are 
right. Woodlawn Cabinet Shop. 
L. A. Polzin, 2243 Richter. 88
FOR FAST AND RELIABLE 
watch repairs, call at Rex Watch 
and Clock Dept., 249 Bernard 
Ave. Phone 3405. tf
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial photography, de 
veloping, printing and enlarging. 
POPES PHOTO STUDIO, dial 





Persimmon and white, 
automatic, radio, nylon 
tires, tinted glass. Low 
mileage. ^O O O C
Save $1100 at -  •}»a 7 7 J
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING room, 
private entrance, refrigerator, 
gas stove. Apply 1660 Ethel St. 
1 Phone 3670. 85
FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR
3 BEDROOM M ODERN HOME, 220 wiring, full plumbing.
storey house on ly^ acres very good soil; 10 cherry tree: 
and olher fruit. This vduable property is only 4  miles frou 
Kelowna on Highway 97. Full price is $6,000.00 with $3,000.OC 
down, balance $65.00 monAly at 6% .
SMALL COTTAGE TO BE M OVED FROM PRESENT 
LOCATION. 12’ X 13’ has electric wiring, insulated, with 
window screens and screen door; on cement blocks, easy to 
move. Price is $650.00 cash.
2 LOTS WITH A  TO TAL FRONTAGE OF 80 FEET. Ideal 
location for duplex. One block off Bernard Ave. Let us show 
you these valuable lots and make us aii offer. They arc priced 
right.
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS 
418  BERNARD AVE.
Radio Building
Phone 2846 Evenings 2975, 7164 or 2942
OFFICE SPACE — FIRST floor 
36x21 ft. Heated, two restrooms, 
front and back entrances, park 
ing space. $90 month. Long lease 
available. 453 Lawrence, phone 
12414. 97
1957
F R E E  DEUVERY CHOICE 
quality Christmas Trees. Darryl | 
Delcourt. Phone 3190.
77 , 78. 80. 82, 84, 861
PIANO. MARTIN ORME„ WAL­
NUT, medium upright, good con­
dition. Phone 7347. 84
FORD FAIRLANE  
“500” SEDAN
A company demonstrator 
with new car warranty. 
New dual headlights and 
fully equipped.
Save — ............
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE — 
Rooms, days, week or month. 
Community kitchen, fully equip­
ped. 924 Bernard Ave. Phone 
14121. 98
THUR.. DEC. S. 1957 THE DAILY COUBIEK 10
ROOM AND BOARD
Pkixr wJkS, nkLf...\ou 
PUT-lOaSaF N THE 
Vk'3>l3 FOWEOPAW 
tiaiMOHSlPk
vcm x.fm cm s
Cf fWCWS Sa\£1Hi«3 




'>00 HAVE 54- 800<S 
LEFT TO SEARCH TWru 
...SO LET A\E DO rr.'... 
A re£5H,OP£H AV'NC*, 
KOT KEITP LP WITH 
aunERv 
AN'XIETV.'









_  . .  SfACDtfC.'
Captures Top Honors 
Agriculture Judging
THREE ROOM FURNISHED 
suite for rent for 4 months. Im­
mediate possession. Close in. Rent 
very reasonable. Phone 7620.
RUTLAND—Forty-two contest-1 were district horticulturist Alec 
ants entered the Junior fruit and W, Morton, and W.
vegetable Judging contest at the
RuUand High School last weck.| other instructors attending
G.M. MASTER HEATER, 6 volt, 
in good condition. Price $10 or I 
nearest offer. Phone 3516. tfj
1956
CHRISTMAS TREES and 
CEDAR BOUGHS
Top quality. Phone in your order | 
now.
SHELLEY’S PET SUPPLY 
590 Bernard Ave.
Phone 2000
76. 78,80, 82, 84, 861
MONARCH 
CUSTOM SED^CN
Two-tone green, automatic 
transmission, power steer­
ing, radio, heater, new
S S *  $ 2 7 7 5
The competition was held in the 
newly completed agricultural 
g5 wing of the school. This annual 
tcst for 4-H Club membcrs and 
NICE CLEAN FRONT BED- Future Farmers of Canada is 
ROOM, main floor, three minutes sponsored by the BCFGA, and is 
walk to post office. Non-drinker. Ln-anged by the Okanagan Agri- 
For full particulars call 596 culture Club and the agriculture
Lawrence or Dial 3873._______^  teachers of the schools.
FOUR ROOM SUITE NEWLY Nigel Taylor spoke to the gath- 
decorated, furnished, heated. Air enng on behalf of the Central 
1 conditioned. Private entrance, d istric t of the BCFGA. Judges
Phone 3104.
were D. Stubbs, Armstrong, J. 
DoeU, Kelowna, Dr. J. C. Falkon- 
cr, Kamloops, and E. Bates, 
Summerland. Ten varieties of 
fruit had to be identified, four 
varieties of apples had to be 
placed, with reasons for the plac­
ing, and in addition potatoes, car­
rots and onions had to be judged 
and placed. All students Judged 
individually, with the too two of 
each school making up their rep-
tf
COAL AND WOOD COOKj 
STOVE. Excellent condition $20. 
Apply 631 Francis. 881
Equipment RentalsWM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
decorating contractor, Kelowna,
B.C. Exterior and interior paint- FLOOR SANDING MACHINES
Ing, paper hangmg. Phone your and POLISHERS now avaUable 
tequirements now. Phone 35W. for rent in Kelowna. B. and B.,





Lovely metallic blue, hea­
ter, radiQ, new ^  |  Q C A 
tires. Only
1954
APARTMENT — 3 ROOMS, kit-’ 
chen, livingroom, bedroom and 
bath. Downtown Apartment, Ap-I 
[ply office Bennett’s Store. 87
FULLY MODERN VERY clean 
self-contained heated cabins.







SINGER & SNOWSELL EXCAV- 
AUNG L’TD. for ditches, pipe-j 
lines, septic tanks. Phone 6895.
M-TH-tf 1
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOW!
Prices. Skates, knives and scis-
sors s lm ^ n ed  20c; also handUg53 poRD VICTORIA HARD-j 
saws. 267 Leon Ave. Th.-tfh-QP. fully equipped, must bcl
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR- sold. Apply 1028 Coronation Ave. 
NTTURE Dept for best buys! 513 or during day phone Billl 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tf |Woiken at 2232. 86 j
WART TtKPATB RV.T̂ VTrT'. WATCH VCARS AND TRUCKS 
on power mowers, tillers, power 11°  ̂ sale”—there are some great 
chain saws—and aU small power bargains listed every issue of the 
equipment Maxson’s Sport and Courier. 32-tff
Service Centre, 235 Bernanl AveJyOLKSWAGEN—1956—WILL take
TH-S-tf [older car in trade. Phone 6935.
. ■84j
I “STOP” AT THE “DEPEND­
ABLE” Used car and truck lot for 
the best deal in town. Reliable 
Motors and Tires Ltd., 1658 Pen- 
I dozi St, Phone 2419. M-TH-tf |
1954 PONTIAC AUTOMATIC, 
power brakes, seats, windows, 
tinted glass, low mileage. Phone 
[3190. 77,78,80, 82.84, 861
RETREADER TIRES, OR YOUR 
own tires retreaded by factory] 
[approved methods and materials. 
New tire guarantee. Kelowna | 




A locally owned and driven 
beauty in light green. 
Automatic transmission,




Two-tone green,' Power 
Glide transmission, heater,












AIR FORCE POLICE 
to selected applicants 
Apply




Maroon and white, new 





OYAMO:A social evening and 
I banquet sponsored by the Fruit 
[FURNISHED TWO ROOM house and Vegetable’ Worker Union, 
and two unfinished rooms and local No. 8, was held in the 0- 
bathroom space. Water, light, low yama Community Hall and was 
taxes. Must sell for health rea- attended by approximately 190 
sons. Cheap for cash from owner, members, 
to m ^ ia te  Mssession. Apply to Music was supplied by Mr. 
[Box 183, Rutland. No agents. 84 orchestra of Ver
non, and a buffet lunch was serv­
ed by the ladies of the Oyama 
and Winfield groups. The even- 
WANTED TO PURCHASE — In- ing was a social success and it 
surance Agency. Enquire Mr. is hoped it will be an annual ev 
Kruschell,- RR 2, Box 16, Kel-1 ent, 
owna. Phone 8148. 86
[THIS WON’T MAKE YOU ANy ' spent the week
money but it will give you ,. . t  xck  i  x n n n
hundreds of dollars worth of en- LACK LABOR
I tertainment. ' S e e  ‘‘Gaslight’ VIENNA (AP) — Sofia newspa-
showing at the Empress, Decem-jper reports say 50 per cent of 
ber 11, 12. Tickets at Long Bulgaria’s cotton and tobacco 
Super Drugs. K crops are rotting unpicked be
----------- -- — -— — ^ “  cause of a shortage of farm
Farm Produce_____  .. .______. . ______ lives. Each year itns^th^same
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE; dispatch
visiting with his wife and child 
ren, and returned at the week­
end to Field where he is em­
ployed by the C.P.R.
The recently formed Oyama 
Square Dance Club are inviting 
all Square dancers and callers to 
their first party night in the Com­
munity Hall on Saturday night 
December 8. Scotty and Emily 
Hitchman who have been instuct- 
ing the group of enthusiastic be­
ginners cordially invite anyone, 
any place, to come and enjoy
resentative team.
Armstrong topped the Judging 
classes. Last year's winner, Frank 
Smith, and his sister, Lorraine, 
again took the Stirling Trophy 
back to that farming community.
’The Rutland team placed sec­
ond, and Kelowna third, followed 
in order by Penticton. Summer 
land, Vernon and Kamloops.
Top individual winners in order 
of merit are: Lorraine Smith. 
Armstrong: Gary Day, Kelowna; 
Frank Smith. Armstrong: Frank 
Arnold, Rutland: Teruvo Ikari, 
Rutland: Allan Gore, Penticton: 
Ken Curtis, Rutland and Ron 
Barsl, Rutland, tied; David King, 
Penticton: Glen Wood, Rutland; 
Dennis Hauk, Rutland. Following 
the judging, refreshments were 
served by the Rutland Future 
Farmers Chapter,
The Rutland branch of the Kel­
owna Growers Exchange closed 
packing operations on Tuesday 
afternoon. It is expected that the 
plant will re-open in January to 
pack Newtons and other varieties 
held in the *‘C.A.’’ storage. The 
employers held a wind-up dinner 
at the bunkhouse on ’Tuesday 
noon to celebrate the end of the
this increasingly popular pastime., regular season. There was
Christmas tree, and exchange of 
gifts amongst those attending. A 
Scottish “Santa” put in an ap­
pearance, complete with kilt, 
bonnet and a genuine Scottish 
accent. KGE Manager Bill S|>car 
w'as present, as well as* the local 
manager, George Clark, both of 
whom spoke briefly, thanking the 
employees for their co-operation.
The Rutland Sawmills Ltd. has 
stopped operations for the winter 
months. 'The large mill was shut 
down earlier, but now the smaller 
mill and the planer has also clos­
ed, probably until March. It has 
been usual to close down opera­
tions for a month or so. during 
cold weather, to allow for repairs 
to machinery, but .slackening in 
the building trade has caused this 
earlier and longer shutdown.
Seven new recruits were invest­
ed at the meeting of the 1st Rut­
land Troop, Boy Scouts, by Scout­
master Bert Chichester. AU are 
former Wolf Cubs. They are: 
Mervyn Geen. Garry Schierbcck, 
Robert Daniels. George Hayashl, 
Alan Hardie, Ron Whittaker and 
Jerry Nason, 4ho last named be­
ing a former member of an Al­
berta troop. Following their .in­
vestiture the new Scouts were 
presented with their Tenderfoot 
and other Insignia worn by mem­
bers of the troop.
George Handlen was recent 
visitor to the district, staying at 
the home of his sister, Mrs. Cyril 
Gillard. Mr. Handlen is now re- 
a siding at the coast.
no straw or shavings, approxi-,
mately 100 tons. Ron Harley. PREJUDICE SHOWS 
RR 3, Armstrong. B.C. 84] NEW YORK (AP) — AU of the 
U A J  C 1* first 31 prospective jurors for the 
P G i S A n d  jU p p liG S  wiretap conspiracy trial of James
R. Hoff a and two others have
1951
Auto Financing
HILLMAN M INX  
SEDAN
New maroon paint, new 
tiresi heater, A-1 ttC Q C  
I throughout
1953
COLLIES LIKE LASSIE. Reg- been rejected,'mainly because of 
istered show pet herding stock, apparent prejudice against the 
$35 up Stud service Starcross—j senior teamster official.
20453 26th Rd„ Hammond, B.C.
M-TH-tf
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC­
ING service at low cost will help 
^  you make a better deal. Ask us
Kelowna Armourlea — Tuesdays now before you buy. Carruthers 
or 'writ*. and Meiklc, 364 Bernard Ave.,L I, Kelowna, B.C. 84]
545 Seymour St. Vancouver, B.C. |
ConseUor present December 3 
and 10. No conscUcr in attend­
ance December 17, 24. 31. Wiul 
commence January 7, 1958.
_________  84, 87, 90, 931
HfaLP WANTED MALE OR 
FEMALE
Spare time opportunity. Ideal fori 
men and women who want ad­
ditional Income, If you can invest 
$100 and up for patented equip­
ment which you own and control.
Here is a proven plan. Set your 
own hours, be your own boss. No 
sclUng. Write us obout your area 
^  details. Box 3233 Kelowna




This black beauty has to 
►b e seen to be 
appreciated....... $ 5 7 5
Fuel And Wood
McLEOD RIVER HARD 
and DRUMliELLER
Coal ~  Briquettes 
Fireiogs
(Compicsscd Sawdust) 





AUSTIN A -40  
SEDAN
Beige color, engine and
S J '........ $ 2 9 5
1954 Ellis St.
ACCOUNTANT, 28 YEARS, CEA 
student, with eight years account- 
s^rionce, seeking cmploy- 
In the Okanagan. Please
Phone 2016 I 
85
n 1 BUSH WOOD FOR SALEJ—Phone | 
erionc f ‘ '
1  ^
submit name nnd address to Box! jn„Yicdia'to delivery. Phono 7587.
ing experie ," e 8815 or 2824 niter 6 p.m.
ment  o .  f ir  SAWDUST FOR SALE 
adaresr *
1949
HILLMAN M INX  
SEDAN
Here’.*! a chance for that
second . .  $ 1 9 5
There’s many more to choose 
from the largest stock of 
Premium Used Cars; 
in the Valley




DRY FIR WOOD, ANY LENG-TH 
$14 n cord. DoUvered. Phone 
3850, . _______ \  851
HAachinGry and 
te o ^ u v e  I Farm Equipment
•  dealers IN ALL TYPES OF I
- .  used equipment; mill, mine nnd 
or m o m p o r  word fogging supplies; now nnd used





^ ,, Minimum 10 words.
I insartion per word 8$
FORD i/a-TON 
118” W.B.
Custom cnb finished in 
dark bl|iio nnd white. 8 ft. 
pickup box. Heater, sig­
nals, rqar bumper, wind­
shield washers. O n l y  
n,d00 miles. tfllA Q Is 
Reduced t o . . . .  f l O Y J
O M  tiU N M fllO llIMttUIMftlliVICbtmUMI Dtqplay
8 coDMoiiUiw liuortiona
mohiii
A / ' ! '
, ,  ...•.Istcel plato nnd shapes. Atlas Iron'
I and Metals Ltd,, 250 Prior SU,
__ I VoncQUvor, B.C., Phono PAclfic
IJtt Inch 8357. TH-8-«|
Building M aterials
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD 
f(K> nil Building Supplies. Speelal' 
Itlng in Plywood. Contractors I 
Enquiries Solicited, Phone 
Wirr Orders CoUeci SflW 
m s t ta ^  S t .  Vancouver,
I'j'i „ ( '
8.E.I. WARRANTY 
ON ALL USED CARS 
AND'TRUCKSM
Phone 4560 — Bernard Lot 
or
phono 2340 
Garage and Sales Office 
Open Till 9i00 p.m.
ORCHARD CITY  
MOTORS (1 9 5 6 ) LTD.
FOR|;>-^DSEL DEALER^
Legal
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 161)
IN THE MATTER OF Lot 
Three (3), Amended Map 
Two thousand and eight 
(2008).
Osoyoos Division Yale District
PROOF having been filed in my 
office of the loss of Certificate of 
Title No, 48205F to the above 
mentioned lands in the name of 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING IN 
THE RIGHT OF CANADA, as 
represented by the Soldier Set­
tlement Board of Canada and 
bearing date the 31st day of 
March. 1928.
I HEREBY GIVE NTOICE OF 
my Intention at the expiration of 
one lalendar month from the 
first publication hereof to Issue 
to tho said HIS MAJESTY THE 
KING IN THE RIGHT OF CAN 
ADA, n Provisional Certificate of 
Title in lieu of such lost Certifi­
cate. Any person haying any 
Information with reference to 
such lost certificate of title is re 
quested to communicate with th(j 
undersigned.
Dated at tho Land Registry 
Office, Kamloops, British Co­
lumbia, this 2Gth day of 
November, 2957.













.  Dial 115 
.  Dial 119Ambulance
MEDICAL DIRBOTORY 
SERVICE
If niuible to e«nt*ot •  doctor 
Diet 2723
DRUG STORES OPEN 
Sandayst Rolldaye and 
WoinwiNltojrs 
S pm, to 508 pmu
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 








M unicipality of Tho Corporation of tho City o f Kolowna
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the Electors of the Municipality |aforesaid 
that a Poll has become necessary at the Election now pending, and that I have 
granted such Poll; and, further, that the persons duly nominated as Candidates 
at the'said Election, and for whom only votes will be received, arc;—
Over Station
C K O V
See Auclioit items on display 
in Old Safeway 
Store window.
W atch For 
Complete 
Details










CROOKES .  - Dennis ............ For Alderman 1862 Maple Street GarageProprietor
HU6HESGAMES Arthur Stephen W yn n .......... For Alderman
443 Christleton 
Avenue .......... Clerk
KNOX .  -  -  - Robert Dickson For Alderman Okanagan Mission.. Real Estate and Insurance Agent
SWIFT -  -  .  . Sidney Alfred Sibbald. . . . . For Alderman
471 Cadder 
Avenue .............. Teacher
TREADGOLD . Arthur Joh n .... For Alderman 2045 Long Street.. Merchant
Such poll will be opened at the COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE, 390 
QUEENSWAY, KELOWNA, B.C., on the TW EL FfH  DAY OF DECEMBER, 
1957, between the hours of EIGHT O’CLOCK in the forenoon and EIGHT, 
O’CLOCK in the afternoon of which every person is hereby required to take notice 
and govern himself accordingly.
Given under my hand at Kelowna, B.C., this third day of December, 1957.
D . B. HERBERT,
Returning Officer.
This adv«rllMmont Is not. pvbilihed or dijiployod by tho Liquor 
Control Board or by tno Covornmont <4 BrIlUh Cotumblo.
SET NEW COAST-TO-COAST JET RECORD
T B I J E . .  D E C .  S .  1B S 7 THE DAH.1 COCBIEB 11
CONTRACT BRIDGE
A U.S. air force Voodoo jet 
U framed in port side of a Jet 
Stratotanker, as it is refueled 
during a record-breaking round 
trip coast-to-coast flight. Pilot 
of the jet is Capt. Ray W. 
^hrecengost, 31, of Kittanning, 
Penna., who covered the Los 
Angeles to New York round trip
in record Ume. Another Voo­
doo, piloted by Capt. Robert hL 
Sweet, 30, of Barronett, Wis., 
made the trip a little faster for 
the ne"’ mark of six hours, 42 
minutes, 6.7 seconds. The Voo­
doo can speed at over 1,000 
mph. ______
By a  M l  BECKEB  
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Goya Sketches Show Cancelled 
As Result Of'Phone Warning
North 










VICTORIA <CP) — An anony­
mous . telephone tip of a threat 
to steal the newly-discovered 
Goya Sketch Book resulted in 
cancellation of an exhibition 
Echedulucd to open this morning 
at the Art GaUery.
World publicity and the are 
treasure’s estimated value of 
2465,000 may have attracted “un­
derworld elements’’ to Victoria, 
Art Gallery Curator Colin Gra­
ham said.
After consultation with owner 
of sketches, J. P. E. Klaver- 
wyden, and Art Gallery president 
Cmdr. P. F, FairfuU, It was “mu­
tually agreed” not to go on with 
the show.
“We would be very crazy if we 
took a chance of losing the book,” 
said Mr. Klaverwyden,. who 
bought the sketches for a small 
sum at an auction in Victoria 
three years ago. “It is now an 
international art treasure.”
Mr. Graham received the phone 
tip about 7:45 Monday night at 
his home.
UNEDUCATED
“It was a male voice—1 got the 
impression the man was definite­
ly uneducated,” Mr. Graham 
said.
“ I just want to warn you, there 
is guys going after your Goyas,” 
the voice said.
“I asked him, ‘do you mean 
somebody is trying to get hold of 
them while they are on dis­
play?’ ” The art gallery curator 
said.
The voice replied, “ figure it 
yourself,” and hung up,
“To me,” said Mr. Graham 
“the overwhelming chances are 
that this is a crackpot.”
. “But this sketch book is now 
a'treasure of international im­
portance,!’ he continued. “We 
cannot tell how much risk there 
is, but if anything happened to it 
while it was on display, toe gal­
lery would be guilty of failing to
discharge one of its fundamental 
obligations, which is the preser­
vation and protection of valuable 
works of art.”
If the exhibition had gone as 
planned, the sketch book would 
have been brought from a down­
town vault to the gallery by an 
armored car*. At the gallery, it 
would have been placed in a glass 
case flanked by two armed 
guards.
Under such conditions, a theft 
attempt might have resulted in 







Opening lead  of dia­
monds.
The business of counting your 
losers in a suit contract can 
sometimes be very confusing.
The general rule is for declarer 
to start toe play by counting his 
winners whenever he plays in a 
notrump contact, and his losers 
when he is in a suit, contract. But
arise
well as cither one or two spades. 
Nevertheless, with proper play, 
declarer can bring in ten tricks!
South ruffs the diamond lead, 
cashes the ace of trump and 
learns of the foul trump distribu­
tion. The situation looks black 
Indeed, but declarer sets out to 
do the best he can with the tools 
at hand.
A club is led and the queen is 
finessed. A diamond is ruffed. A 
club to the ace permits another 
diamond ruff.
Declarer crosses to the ace of 
soades and trumps dummy’s last 
diamond. Now the king of spades 
is cashed.
There have been no extraordin­
ary plays, but South’s mission is 
already accomplished. He has 
won the A-K of sondes and the 
A-0 of clubs to give him four 
tricks.
He has also ruffed all four of 
dummv’s diamonds to bring him 
to eight tricks. The A-K of trump 
provide tricks nine and ten.
After South takes the first ten 
tricks, he has left two losing 
soades and a club. West has the 
three high cards to capture them 
all, but East has to trumo all 
three of his oartner’s winners 
with the O-J-10 of hearts.
This oddity where the defenders 
have six winners at the end of the 
deal but can make onW three 
♦ricks with them is extremelyexceptional situations do -----  .
where declarer is better advised baffling. !♦ comes about because 
to reverse the usual procedure, the six defensive tricks have
If all four hands are examined, 
it can be noted that South must 




telescoped, one into the
is a strange game, re­







JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) 
Premier Djujanda has warned 
the government will take drastic 
action against workers seizing 
Dutch companies without official 
approval.
Shortly before the premier is­
sued his statement. Communist- 
led trade unions took over a third 
Dutch company. The unions act­
ed under cover of the govern­
ment’s campaign for possession 
of Dutch West New Guinea. The 
government says the union action 
, was unauthorized.
LONDON (Reuters)—A big Far 
East shipping and trading com­
pany and its associated compan­
ies sold government securities 
worth more than £1,000,000 on 
the day before Britain increased 
the bank rate last September, a 
tribunal has been told.
The tribunal is investigating al­
legations that there was a leak­
age of information in advance of 
toe official announcement of the 
change in bank rate. The rate 
was raised to seven per cent 
from five Sept. 19, sharply de­
pressing the market price of gov­
ernment securities.
Attorney-General Sir Reginald 
Manningham - Buller named the 
firm as Jardine Matoeson and 
Company. I t sent orders to sell 
from Hong King to its London 
correspondents, Matoeson and 
Company.
•William Johnson Keswick, a di­
rector of Matoeson and Com­
pany, was also a director of toe 
BaiJc of England, toe attorney- 
general said.
S E E K S  A d v i c e
The attorney - general outlined 
various conversations Keswick 
had with Bank of England offi 
cials in which toe possibility of 
an increase in the bank rate was 
mentioned. The attorney-general 
noted that Keswick subsequently 
had communicated with Hong 
Kong.
ACROSS
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LONDON (Reuters) —Two So­
viet scientists have found a 
method of obtaining uranium 
from sea water, the Soviet news 
agency Tass report. They have 
carried out successful experi­
ments in extracting uranium 
from sea water with the aid of 
organic catalysts, Tass said.
TV Schedule-CHBC-TV
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DAILY CRY'TOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it:
is
A X Y D L B A A X R  
L O N G F E L L 6  W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Sinjgle letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different.
A Crytogram Quotation
V Z X F I V V X 0 
J N N A E G F  SV '
C I V  
V Z X
Subject to last minute changes) FRIDAY 
CllURSDAY
Ik'
4:30 Open House 
5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Maggie Muggins 
5:45 Children’s Newsreel 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Sports 
.6:55 What’s On Tonight 
7:00 Meet the People 
7:30 Wrestling 
8:30 Climax 
9:30 Highway Patrol 
10:00 Music Makers '58 
10:30 Folio 
11:30 CBC-TV Nows
4:30 Open House ,
'5:00 Howdy Doody 
5:30 Hidden Pages 
6:00 Parade of Stars 
6:30 CHBC-TV News 
6:40 CHBC-TV Weather 
6:45 CHBC-TV Sports 
6:55 What’s On Tonight 
7:00 Meet the Staff 
7:15 Please Tell Me 
7:30 Never Surrender 
8:00 Last of the Mohicans 
8:30 Plouffo Family 
9:00 Patrice Munscll ,
9:.30 Country Hoedown 
10:00 Exploring with X-rays 
11:00 CBC-TV News
HX SO X S J J  E G  
U N K X  NM l U  S O X  
U V S O U — H E J B X .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: SILENCE IS THE MOST PERFECT 
EXPRESSION OF SCORN — SHAW.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Sta rs
FOR TOMORROW |1. i llrd. they cnul'' -'rovo a fine
This (loy’s influence should springboard toward financial bet- 
prove highly inspirational to terment in miu-lUu
Ripley's BELIEVE IT  6 r  NOT
. iM R U A M H S tf
AttWOlD-PRIVir OUHOtOROFAUSTRlA-
reaxoF TMi Mum
f f - a r n r n t i m p a m i m i i m m e ’A m it m m o c tm a to m n m r s fv r  
AT m A W O F 0 f
those who arc engaged in intellec­
tual, artistic and cultural pur­
suits. All can have a satisfactory 
day, however—especially If they 
make it a point to be tactful dur­
ing the evening hours, when the 
coming of the 1^11 Moon, hs visual. 
Inclines many toward emotion il- 
Ism.
FOR the; b ir th d a y
If tomorrow ih your birthday, 
you should find the next four 
months marked by fine opportu­
nities to get ahead both job-wise 
ai)d busincss-wlso. D<> make the 
Host of those chonccs since, wcll-
You will have opportunities to 
travel in late May, late August 
nncl late November and, if you 
take a trip during any one of 
the.se periods, whether for busi­
ness or pleasure, you should find 
it highly stimulating. Domestic 
nnd sentimental matters should 
prosper for most of the year 
ahead, nnd .social activities should 
prove exceptionally Interesting 
during the next two months; also 
in mid-year.
A child born on this day will be 




llM s m .  A MEMBER OF 
THE JOMie FAMU.V, 
AREMTl?OJC..IF>Ot/RE 
M SOME KINP OF A mess;; 
(M READY lOr 
M/6tUWE-
WHO EVER MEARO, 
OF A YOUNGSTER 
VOURAGEVWNSf




THE OLD H O M E T O W N  -  Stanley
VPAH*. OU« NEW BOSS 
STAIVTBD OUTUKITi 
A SPACE 3ATBUt.nW-1 KNOW.
> WITH A BIS h - r r  HHWiuufflO 
\NHOOSH!!>^ IROUMD AND 'ROUND
, M4»» YEARS 
fUMTtO
SI.M 6M Z m s s#  *1
;
ABDOHlSBMt
m  H A t W H A I .  Q M U C R Y  M  t m P O H  
10 iWW«e A (CCHeCHH m COWVMItKM
'T S js w a a a s **’’
cmmrvtrbi
' htAT BUUST »UD nax BUXM 
HOCTOBGR lUaUNOlS 
Ctanel^ fWt.t«KSbOAkLMivlLj
- a n d  UKC SOMF 
O' THEse Bi® SHcrrS/j 
HBWILL FINAt.Ci> 
rA L t. FLAT ON 
HIS FACE-7 "
y o k . 'v u k !
YUKlt
...ORASIWES, BUaPOZCRS, MATERIALS 
o r ’ .......'iO S .r------ r
ALMOST OVERNIGHT, ZORKA HAS FLOWN W TO WS 
NATIVE VILLAGE WELL-DRailNQ EQUIPAAEMT...
c
I  HOPS so, PAM,',. IF 
THE SPAGE-SUIT PIDNT 
LOSE PRESSURE WHEN 
THE POWER UNIT EXPLOPEP 
IF HiS RESPIRATOR
sn u . VORKS...IP. ■
IF f  IF !  IF 
ONLY I  HAP SENSE 
Et̂ USHTOFUV 
TIME-TOP,'.
AbURS MTgg... IP THE OMIT PATTERNS
[ voo vyoRicEP OUT ARE correct;
1 WE SHOULO SWT BRICK SCCNi 















THE SHADOW STAYED 
IN THERE WHEN 
YOU CAME
GRACIOUS.
' w ith  th is
TERRIBLE 
[HEAD COLD...
I  CAN’T  SM ELL 
IBLOOMIN’ THING
H-M.V C A N 'T  S M E L L / / i  
THIS WOULD BE TH’,, 
IDEAL TIME...
•p a r r
...T ’ USE UP SOME O'
TH' PERFUME TH’ BOYS' 
PICKED OUT AN’ BOUGHT 





AND THAT'S WHAT 
THEY AAEAN WHEN
t h e y  s a y
* A ROLLINS STONE 




n h M T — . g l K f f e
^60SH..l CAN'T )  /  VUH'KE \  
e x p l a i n  • 'C , V ,  R IS H T ,i
e v e ic y t h in g t o
VO U ,G O O FVI 







I  JUST w a n t e d  t o  f i n d - "-'N ’ 
OLJT WHAT ” L1KE A  BULL IN A
CHlNi>|
Sko;
SAVmJ  t h o u g h t  YOU'D g o n e  
TO LINDA’S birth day  P ^ R T ^
K















ROY. I'LL RIDB 
INTO TOWN WITH 
YOU AN’ HELP FIND 
MR. QUINCEY...A5 
500M AS I  STACK
UATBR
THE WIRE IS 
ALL SET, PITCH/ 
IT WON'T CARRY 
TBLEPHONB 
mSSKQBS, BUT 





9(0 PRIZE IN THAT
contest r  
\asiTCRep/
JH'
NOW ABENT VOU SORRY 
YOU REFUSeO TOHCLP - 
AAtt WITH TNS T—- W  ./ELL,: 
 ̂ SOLUDONf J  X VB61T',








e e c M n  x maileo thb envelops
V/ITH VOUR ENTRY AFTER VOuHAO 
POEN CWRYiNS rr IN VOUR 
POCKET FOR A V/eCK///^
li'S
W ater W orks Survey 
Is Planned In Vernon
(Courier*! Vernon Bnrean)
VERNON — Survey will begin 
as soon as possible on a metro­
politan water district tor the 
North Okanagan. ,
Iton. Ray WUUston informed 
council Tuesday night •‘the mat­
ter will be pursued to completion 
at a t early a date as possible.” 
Also in reference to water, the 
city engineer reported that exca­
vation and constsructioh of the 
embankments of No. 3 reservoir, 
are 85 percent complete. Work 
will be finished by the middle of 
the month, if the weather holds 
out. Lining of the floor of the new 
reservoir, construction of the new 
chlorinating i^lant, and installa­
tion of metering equipment, will 
take place in the spring.
Reservoirs No. 1 and 2, hold 20 
million gallons. This is less than 
half their capacity. Dixon dam 
has been drained and natural 
flow Is being received directly 
from the intake. The BX springs 
will be drawn on if necessary. 
SEWER 81AINS 
In a report on city projects, it 
was stated that the water and 
sewer mains, on 2Sth Ave. have 
been completed, with connections
made to all houses on the block. 
The avenue itself has been com­
pletely gravelled and is in good 
condition tor the winter months.
As had been suggested earlier 
by Mayor Becker, the 28.8 acres 
of property, purchased by the 
city on the west side of 3Sth St. 
and north of 35th Ave., have been 
marked with red flags at the ex­
tremities of the property. This 
device was employed so that citi­
zens could easily see the extent 
of the property that has been pur­
chased for a civic centre. A con­
tour survey of the property is 
proposed.
City works head said that his 






WESTBANK -  The first of a 
winter scries of square dance 
gatherings was held in Lakeview 
Heights school. About 29 people 
attended but since it is anticipat­
ed that many more will attend, 
registration . will not take place 
until next week. The group was 
organized by the Lakeview 
Heights recreation comimttee, and 
its instructor is Ray Frederick- 
son of Summerland.
Poison Park 





OYAMA—The Community Hall 
was the scene of the annual Unit­
ed church bazaar. Attractive 
stalls contained home cooking, 
needlework, gifts for (Suistmas, 
and a fish pond tor the children. 
Mrs. H. Somerset was tea con­
vener. and Mrs. W. Allan, Mrs. 
W. Carr and Mrs. W. Crozman 
were servitors. The bazaar was 
a financial success and enjoyed 
by all who attended.
A P-TA card party Is being held 
on Friday evening in the (^am a 
Community Hall. The proceeds 
will be donated to the annual 
children’s Christmas party.
F. Lockhart and hl^ daughter, 
Penny, vikited with relatives in 
Vancouver.
Keith Nordin has left tor Van­
couver to take his medical exam­
ination tor the RCAF.
Mr. and Mrs. N. AUingham and 
children travelled to Wenatchee 
for several days holiday.
Strachan Raps Tories, 
Liberals And Bennett
(Courier’s Vernon Bureau)
VERNON — Rising up in right­
eous anger, Mayor Frank I defen­
der of the trees) Becker, vehe­
mently condemned drivers re- 
SDonsiblc for damage in Poison 
Park, at council meeting Tuesday 
night.
Cars have been driven over 
flower beds and six young trees 
will have to be replaced due to ir­
responsible motorists, he said. 
RCMP have be^n investigating 
but have not been able to catch 
the culprits.
Mayor Becker proposed closure 
of the park to traffic for the win­
ter and Aid, Jack Monk concurr­
ed.
“The park should be closed or 
we won’t have a tree left there,” 
he remarked.
Plans for the children’s annual 
Christmas party arc underway 
for the children of the Oyama 
district. At a recent meeting held 
in the Community Hall Mrs. G. 
Tucker was nominated chairman 
and -Mrs. D. Elliott, secretary- 
treasurer. Representatives from 
the Canadian Legion, United 
Church, Anglican Church. P-TA, 
Kalamalka Women’s Institute, 
and the Oyama Community Club 
were present as co-sponsors of 
the yearly event. Films, refresh­
ments and a visit from Santa 
Claus are Included in the ieve- 
ning's entertainment.
PENTICTON (CP) -  Provincial 
CCF leader Robert Strachan fired 
off a couple of rounds against 
Premier Bennett and the federal 
Liberal and Progressive Con­
servative parties. t
Of Mr. ^ n n e tt 's  recent remark 
that Mr. Strachan opens his mou^ 
and lets the wind blow through, 
Mr. Strachan replied: “Even If 
I did just open my mouth and let 
the wind blow through 1 would 
make more sense.than the replies 
Mr. Bennett gives when he is ask­
ed a sensible question."
CCF party members from the 
South Okanagan, celebrating the 
party’s 25th anniversary at a 
banquet here, applauded the pro­
vincial leader when he said:
“It has been asked what would 
have happened to B.C. without 
private enterprise well, under the 
CCF the premier of this province 
would not have had to go to Ot­
tawa, cap in hand, to ask for 
relief tor the unemployed,"
CAN’T ESCAPE
Claiming private enterprise had 
“painted its way into a corner 
from which it cannot escape, 
Mr. Strachan said reasons given 
for present unemployment in the 
province are unacceptable.
"Let them take their reasons 
to those not working or to the 
wives of those not working: let 
them go to the children of the 
unemployed on Dec. 25 and ex­
plain their reasons,” ho said. “I
veniure to suggest that they will
Special Support 
Is Just Around 
Quiz Corner
answered the first of three <tues- 
tions that stand between him and 
$128,000 on the CBS $84,000 Ques­
tion quiz.
He returns next week to try the 
second question. No matter what 
happens, he keeps $64,000 woq 
earlier on the show.
THE DAILY COURIER |A  
TIIUR.. D*«. 5, IW IIX
NANAIMO (CP) — A district >| 
scout officers' conference for alii 
Vancouver Island districts will 
be held hero Sunday.
not be accepted there, either.”
On the (Canadian scene Strachan 
commented: “Whenever we have 
had a Conservative government 
we have had a depression: when­
ever we’ve had a Liberal govern­
ment we’ve had a war, and I siq>- 
pose if we had them both to­
gether we'd have a depression 
and a war.”
NEW YORK (AP)-A 30-year- 
old Nigerian Bible student is on 
the road to $128,000 to TV win­
nings and a reconciliation with 
his former wife, who is suing torn 
for non-support.
With his domestic difficulties 
apparently settled earlier in the 
day, Theophilus Adepoju Ader- 
onmu Tuesday night correcOy
A student at Chicago Univer­
sity’s OTaduate school of biologi-' 
cal sciences and the oldest son 
of the chief of Nigeria’s Yoruba 
tribe, Aderonmu n ^ e d  only time 
to talk things over at lunch with; 
his ex-wife. Fay, 25. before de­
ciding to remarry her.
Sir Frank Whittle invented his 
combination of gas-turbine and jet 
propulsioh tor aircraft to 19»).
Market Board 
Annual Parley 
Dec. 19 and 20
Annual meeting of delegates to 
the B.C. Interior Vegetable Mar­
keting Board will be held in Kel­
owna Dec. 19 and 20.
The two-day parley will be held 
to the B.C. Tree Fruits’ board 
room.
Twenty-one delegates will be on 
hand to discuss matters affecting 
grovyers and the marketing of 
vegetable products. The delegates 
will represent all the major veg­
etable-growing areas in the in­





GIVE BOOK TICKETS FOB CHRISTMAS
A Hei,\rtful o t  longrng niAclc.. Iu,*r
• ^ S O w S
y O n e n / i/ \ S c o p > £
'EVA MARIE SAINT • DON MURRAY 
ANTHONY FRANCIOSA • LLOYD NOLAN
Two Days Only —  7:00 and 9:05 p.m. 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT ONLY
COMING FRIDAY
WILL SUCCESS SPOIL'ROCK HUNTER
k
I
YOUNG OR OLD 
YOU’LL HANG THESE 
WITH PRIDE
’The finished result is worthy 
enough to be framed and hung 
in any home.
Craftmastcr OH Painting Set
Paint by numbers with pre­
mixed colors. Two pictures in 
each. Creative fun tor the 
family.
Smali s iz e ...................  $1.49
Large ..........................  $2.49
LONG
SUPER DRUGS LTD.
“Where All Kelowna Saves"
GREAT FORESTS
’The British Columbia forests, ini 
which softwoods are the major 





SIMPSONS-SEARS C r a f t s m a n Top Performers -  Built to Contractor's Specifications









Packard and Oxford Makes 
Packard Sheriings in blue co lo r ...... 5.95
Packard Bridge Style. Patent ....__4.95
Packard Comfort Slipper—^Low heeLl4,95 
Oxford Wedgies in wine, black and blue
at ...................... .......... ............ . 4.95
Moccasin Styles in all colors. Leather and 
suede, fur cuff. Priced from 1.95 to 4.95  
ChUdren’s Moccasin Styles —  Fur cuff,
leather soles. Priced a t ..... . 1-10 to 2.45
Other patterns and styles. Priced from 
1.50 to 3.95
Fingertip Power For 1001 Jobs W ith  
CRAFTSMAN—  Guaranteed fo r 1 Year
Highest quality materials and exacting standards of precision manufacture 
make CRAFTSMAN tools the finest money can buy. Don’t miss this outstand­
ing special offer.
3 /8 -IN . DRILL SABRE SAW SANDER
The 3 M ost 
W anted Portable 
Power Tools
Laboratory tests show 
this drill gives 20%  
more power than other 
drills tested. Locking 
trigger switch for con­
tinuous operation.
Saw or Pistol yiA a q  
Grip. REG. . 4 U .V 0
Lightweight, versatile 
saw does the work of 
Jig, Scroll, Rip, Keyhole, 
Coping and Small Band 
Saws. Cuts up to lyit" 
thick.
REGULAR 4 0 .9 8
25 sq. in. of sanding 
area. Aluminum alloy 
housing. Powerful 115 v. 
motor. Ideal for cabinet 
shops, home workshops. 
Cushioned handle.





BY PACKARD  
Romco.s —  Leather soles 7.95
Opera Style— Leather. Priced
a t ... . .................. 6.95 to 8.50
Opera Styl()» soft sole a t ............................................. ..........  4.95
Opera— Boys and Youths. Priced a t ............ ..... 3.15 and 3.25
Oxford Slippers
Loafer Style, sofi sole .....................................................  5.95
Opera Style, soft sole ......................................... 4.95
Zipper Romeos, soft sole ........ ........................... ..............  6.25
Sheriings— Ideal for comfort and good wear.
Priced from ............................................................. ... 5.95 to 7.95
Children’.! Slippers— Zipper styles that wear and stay on 
the feet. Sizes 5 to 10. Priced from ............ 1.95 to 2.95












Shirts—Non-iron - , .  5.95 to 7.50 
Shlrto, Arrow and Forsyth—
5.00 to 9.0$
ryjanuti, Broadcloth—
\1 4.05 to 0.05
VhreDaShirts, Tartans, plains 10.50.13,95
FyjAnM* flnnnclcUo .— 4.05 to 6.95
Glti Scarves........ . l . i : . . , ....... 1.05 to 4.05
Gift Tics, a lorge Rclectlon . . .  1.00 to Z.$0 
GItt Socks, wool, nylon, etc. . . .  LOO to 2.95 
Gift Gloves, lined or wnllncd . . .  2.95 to 9.9$
Drcsslnt Gowns .......................13.95 to 27JSO
Girt Sweslers—
$1ce\‘clcsa  ......................4,93 to 8,95






House Costs 8.95 to 27.95
Nylon Hose ..1.35 to 1.95
Wool Scarves ...................... 2.35 to 5,95
out Slips, Nylon................... - 4.05 to 12.95
Nylon Briefs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.50 to 3.05
Nylon Gowns ............8.05 to 14.05
Leather Hand Bags . . . . . . . . . .  41.95 to 25.00
Cashnerc Searvea,................ ............. . 4,50/
Nylon SM Jacketa ........ 8.05
Curling and Ski Jacketa-qulltcd Hnlng—
8.0Stol9.HI
Geo. A. Meikle Ltd.
S M A R T ,  S AF E C Y C L I N G  F OR  J U N I O R
BI CYCL ES
Easy Coaster Brake Gives Safe, Sure Stops
Tops for all-round performance —  built just like 
the grown-ups!, With firm, mattress saddle, 
chrome-plated handlebars, hubs and rims . . . 
gay red irim. Saddle to pedal adjusts from 24 to
29". For ages 7-9 years $5 DOWN. $5 MONTHLY
3"Speed Gears -  Supermetallic Finish
The newest, most exciting thrill on 2  wheels!
Car-easy 3-spccd gears and sure stopping caliper 
brakes. Dunlop whitewall .tires enhance the flash­
ing red of the frame. 21” frame for men, boys;
20" for women, girls— blue. $5 DOWN, 95 MONTHLY
5 4 8 8




Chrome-plated torpedo shaped hcqdlnnjp has If!
hl-low switch. With polished dynamo, rear lamp




9:00 to 12:00 Wednesday 
9:00 to 9:00 fVM4y
BOmumil and BERNARD AVL, KUOWNA PHONE 3805
M l
t ' '1
